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Executive Summary
CHINA’S INDUSTRIAL MODERNISATION: A CHALLENGE TO ADVANCED ECONOMIES
This report analyses China’s ambitious plan to build one of the world’s most advanced and competitive economies with the help of innovative manufacturing technologies (“smart manufacturing”).
China’s industrial masterplan “Made in China 2025” aims to turn the country into a “manufacturing
superpower” over the coming decades. This industrial policy will challenge the economic primacy
of the current leading economies and international corporations.
The strategy targets virtually all high-tech industries that strongly contribute to economic
growth in advanced economies: automotive, aviation, machinery, robotics, high-tech maritime and
railway equipment, energy-saving vehicles, medical devices and information technology to name
only a few. Countries in which these high-tech industries contribute a large share of economic
growth are most vulnerable to China’s plans (see graphic below).
This report examines the repercussions of Made in China 2025 focusing specifically on smart
manufacturing. The promotion and dissemination of smart manufacturing technology is the centrepiece of the strategy, borrowing from the German concept of Industry 4.0 and the Industrial
Internet formulated in the United States. By energetically upgrading the mostly backward industrial processes of China’s manufacturing sector, the Chinese government hopes to enhance the
competitiveness of its enterprises on domestic markets and to propel their global expansion.
Figure 1
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MADE IN CHINA 2025 CHANGES THE TERMS OF THE GAME
The political push for industrial modernisation in China creates an enormous demand for smart
manufacturing products like industrial robots, smart sensors, wireless sensor networks and radio
frequency identification chips. For many foreign enterprises, this initially provides highly attractive business opportunities: the transformation of China’s manufacturing base requires advanced
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technologies that Chinese suppliers are not able to provide at their current technological level. China’s industrial upgrading, in the short-term, can mean tremendous profits for international
companies. For China’s economic partners in Europe and the United States, it could even open
opportunities for a mutually beneficial deepening of economic, technological as well as political
cooperation. In principle, the global economy has good reasons to welcome China’s quest for increased innovation capacity, provided that China abides by the principles and rules of open markets and fair competition.
However, Made in China 2025 in its current form represents exactly the opposite: China’s
leadership systematically intervenes in domestic markets so as to benefit and facilitate the economic dominance of Chinese enterprises and to disadvantage foreign competitors. This is visible
in smart manufacturing as well as in many other high-tech industries targeted by the strategy.
In essence, Made in China 2025 aims for substitution: China seeks to gradually replace foreign
with Chinese technology at home – and to prepare the ground for Chinese technology companies
entering international markets.
Indications of this intention are omnipresent in Made in China 2025. The strategy stresses terms like “indigenous innovations” and “self-sufficiency”. It intends to increase the domestic
market share of Chinese suppliers for “basic core components and important basic materials“ to
70 per cent by the year 2025. Semi-official documents related to the strategy set very concrete
benchmarks for certain segments: 40 per cent of mobile phone chips on the Chinese market are
supposed to be produced in China by 2025, as well as 70 per cent of industrial robots and 80 per
cent of renewable energy equipment.
In order to achieve these goals, government entities at all levels funnel large amounts of
money into China‘s industrial future. The recently established Advanced Manufacturing Fund
alone amounts to 20 billion CNY (2.7 billion EUR). The National Integrated Circuit Fund even received 139 billion CNY (19 billion EUR). These national level funds are complemented by a plethora of provincial level financing vehicles. The financial resources are enormous compared to, for
instance, the 200 million EUR of federal funding that the German government has provided for
research on Industry 4.0 technologies so far.
While Chinese high-tech companies enjoy massive state backing, their foreign competitors
in China face a whole set of barriers to market access and obstacles to their business activities:
the closing of the market for information technology, the exclusion from local subsidy schemes,
the low level of data security and the intensive collection of digital data by the Chinese state.
As China’s own smart manufacturing capabilities mature, it is likely that the Chinese state will
further step up its discriminatory practices and restrictions of market access in the field of smart
manufacturing.
At the moment, however, these barriers are not yet as established in smart manufacturing
as in other areas such as the service sector and the aviation industry. Made in China 2025 is
in its early days and there are still opportunities to adjust its direction and targets, at least in
some sectors. If the incoming administration in the United States implements the protectionist
agenda announced during the election campaign, Europe’s negotiation position will potentially improve. Keeping global trade and investment flows open will become an overarching shared
interest between Europe and China. Europe’s economic importance for China will increase and
vice-versa. Despite all current frictions, this mid-term shift in the global economy will potentially
open new avenues for negotiating the conditions of Sino-European economic relations, including
in smart-manufacturing.

China seeks
to gradually
replace foreign
with Chinese
technology.

TAKING OVER INTERNATIONAL HIGH-TECH ENTERPRISES
Made in China 2025 also has an outward-looking dimension: the accelerating acquisition of international high-tech companies by Chinese investors. To speed up China’s technological catch-up
and to leapfrog stages of technological development, Chinese companies are acquiring core technologies through investment abroad. In itself, this is neither surprising nor objectionable. However, China’s technology acquisitions are partly supported and guided by the state. China pursues
an outbound industrial policy with government capital and highly opaque investor networks to
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facilitate high-tech acquisitions abroad. This undermines the principles of fair competition: China’s
state-led economic system is exploiting the openness of market economies in Europe and the
United States.
Chinese high-tech investments need to be interpreted as building blocks of an overarching political programme. It aims to systematically acquire cutting-edge technology and generate
large-scale technology transfer. In the long term, China wants to obtain control over the most
profitable segments of global supply chains and production networks. If successful, Made in China
2025 could accelerate the erosion of industrial countries’ current technological leadership across
industrial sectors. As illustrated by the fierce discussions surrounding recent high-profile hightech acquisitions, governments in Europe and the U.S. increasingly perceive this dimension of
China’s quest for technological upgrading as a crucial and pressing challenge.

WILL MADE IN CHINA 2025 SUCCEED? A MIXED PICTURE

Made in
China 2025
is a forceful
and smart
challenge to
the leading
economies
of today.

Made in China 2025 will have a major impact on China’s domestic as well as international markets.
However, this report finds that the strategy is at the same time limited by a number of significant
weaknesses, diminishing its scope and impact. The strategy is likely to succeed in elevating a
small vanguard of Chinese manufacturers to a higher level of efficiency and productivity. These
frontrunners are likely to dominate their sectors on the Chinese market and become fierce competitors on international markets.
At the same time, Made in China 2025 will probably fail in its endeavour to catalyse a comprehensive, broad-scale technological upgrading across the Chinese economy. The strategy’s effectiveness is limited by the mismatch between political priorities and industry needs, the fixation
on quantitative targets, inefficient allocation of funding and campaign-style overspending by local governments. The lack of bottom-up initiative and investment is a pronounced weakness of
Made in China 2025.
In addition, structural factors will further diminish the effectiveness of the policy: China’s
economy is currently experiencing downward pressure. Upgrading the production processes
might result in job losses among the less skilled workforce. On the other hand, China’s education
system is not prepared for training skilled personnel capable of operating sophisticated smart
manufacturing tools. As a result, the overarching goal of Made in China 2025, the deep transformation of China’s entire manufacturing base, will most probably not be reached within the
ambitious timeframe set by the Chinese leadership.
This is no reason for complacency. Despite its weak spots, Made in China 2025 is a reflection
of China’s sophisticated and strategic industrial policy. The strategy will rapidly increase the global
competitiveness of key Chinese companies, selectively targeting the most important industries
of the future. Made in China 2025 is a forceful and smart challenge to the leading economies
of today. European and U.S. decision makers in politics and business will have to provide equally
smart answers to this challenge.
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Key recommendations
Decision makers in politics and business will have to identify adequate responses to the powerful
Made in China 2025 strategy. The report formulates several courses of action to support effective responses (see chapter 7 for extended recommendations):

POLICY MAKERS
	Rethink investment screening options. Policy makers need to consider expanding their set
of policy options to react to state-led acquisitions of high-tech enterprises. Plausible policy
options include:
• increasing transparency by tightening disclosure requirements for state-led acquisitions;
• extending the scope of national security screenings;
• deploying competition policy more broadly for reviewing state-owned investors;
• establishing “reciprocity” measures to address and negotiate Chinese investment barriers;
• screening state-led investments for systematic acquisition of essential high technology.
	Implement a targeted industrial policy for crucial cyber technologies. As a pro-active response to China’s strategic industrial policy, European policy makers should set out to design
and implement a narrowly targeted industrial policy themselves, focusing on strategic infant
industries. Europe’s cyber defence industry should be the top-priority for such promotional
and protective policies. Public investment in European cyber defence businesses and start-ups
would provide a much needed upgrade of protection against cyberattacks of state or non-state
origin that carry increasing security, political and economic risks (i.e. beyond the risks of military
sabotage: manipulation of democratic public opinion and elections, economic espionage, technology theft). EU and national governments need to thoroughly screen and, where necessary,
prohibit foreign takeovers of cyber defence-related hardware and software companies on national security grounds.
	Monitor and investigate potential WTO violations. The European Union as well as the United
States should investigate whether China’s technology substitution strategy and specifically
localisation targets (e.g. a minimum share of Chinese technology on domestic markets) violate
the stipulations on local content requirements under the WTO treaties.
	Seize emerging new avenues for negotiation. If a protectionist shift in United States trade
and investment policy becomes real, China will need Europe as a reliable partner in keeping
global trade and investment flows open, and vice-versa. This provides European governments
with new leverage in negotiating the conditions of Sino-European economic relations. European policy makers should be prepared to make effective use of this leverage.

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
	Strengthen on-the-ground information gathering and sharing. Decision makers urgently
need more information on China’s industrial policies applied in the context of Made in China
2025. Industry associations, through their presence on the ground, are in a strong position to
improve information gathering on smart manufacturing policies in China.
	Increase information through intensified dialogue. Deepening exchange with Chinese
smart manufacturing associations, industry partners and alliances as well as policy institutes
will help provide early information about policy planning and implementation. In addition, regular dialogues can serve as a platform for discussing and solving technical issues that do not
require decision making at the political level.
	Use opportunities to influence standardisation processes. The window of opportunity for
influencing technological standardisation in China is still open. Foreign industry associations
and large corporations should expand their activities and capacities in this regard.
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Key recommendations

SUPPLIERS OF SMART MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
 revent unidirectional technology transfer. Increasing digitisation in combination with weak
P
data security in China makes core technologies highly vulnerable. An effective method of protection would be to limit technical cooperation and digital integration to areas in which Chinese
companies are already at an advanced technological level. These areas include 5G mobile networks, wireless sensor networks, 3D printing, industrial e-commerce, cloud computing and big
data.
	Act with caution regarding R&D activities in China. If a loss of core technology to Chinese
competitors seems possible, international enterprises should exclude critical knowledge and
technologies from their R&D activities in China. This can minimise the risks of involuntary technology transfer.

MANUFACTURERS USING SMART MANUFACTURING
	Avoid illusions about the technology gap. Complacency is a major risk for advanced industries. Currently, European and American companies are still well advanced in the use of smart
manufacturing in comparison to most of their Chinese competitors. But some Chinese companies will catch up quickly. To avoid being caught on the wrong foot, European and United States
companies need to maintain their focus on their own technological advancement.
Coordinate for collective action. International companies in China need to explore ways of
building leverage to influence the Chinese leadership’s decision making on industrial policy and
cyber security regulations. Coordinating approaches among foreign companies, thus creating
negotiating power through collective pressure, is one way of building leverage.
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1. Smart manufacturing: China’s chance to leap ahead
in the global competition
Global industry is at the brink of the next technological revolution. The combination of intelligent
machines, modern communication, big data and cloud computing is creating a disruptive change in
industrial production. “Smart Manufacturing”, “Industry 4.0” and “Industrial Internet” are different
labels for this upcoming transformation. Governments and industries around the world recognise
that this new technology paradigm will reshape the dynamics and rules of global competition. The
race for advanced industrial production could decide the fate of large corporations and even the
overall development of entire economies.
China sees this global race as an excellent opportunity to catch up technologically and economically with industrial countries. The goal is to become a global leader in manufacturing high
quality and high-tech products by the first half of the 21st century and to substitute Chinese technology for foreign versions on domestic and global markets. Achieving this goal hinges on three
factors: the ability to develop innovative products, to create internationally well-known brands
and to build modern industrial production facilities. The leadership around Xi Jinping wants to
use the third factor, industrial modernisation, in particular to boost China’s international economic
competitiveness. China understands well that the country’s future economic progress and prosperity cannot be based on rusting factories and manual labour.
China is, however, in a poor starting position in the global race for smart manufacturing. The
current level of automation and digitisation in China’s industry is much lower than in industrial
countries. China’s government will make every effort to get ahead in the current transition towards smart manufacturing. In doing so, the leadership’s instrument is a vigorous, comprehensive
and ambitious industrial policy, embodied in the long-term strategy called Made in China 2025.
Through this political initiative, China is channelling tremendous financial resources to support the
technological upgrading of Chinese enterprises. This policy is already starting to create a boom in
demand for technologies such as industrial software, sensor networks and robots.
Based on a comprehensive assessment of the policy implementation process so far, this
MERICS Paper on China concludes that in smart manufacturing the success of Made in China
2025 will be mixed. China’s most ambitious goal of a broad-scale and economy-wide upgrading of
industry within the next decade will very likely not be reached due to weaknesses in the design
and implementation of the policy. Its broad catch-all approach does not meet the specific needs
of many enterprises, allocation of funding is inefficient and local governments are overspending.
In addition, contextual factors including downward pressure on China’s overall economy, the latent
impact of automation on the labour market and skill shortages significantly decrease the ability
and willingness of most Chinese enterprises to invest in an expensive upgrading of production
equipment.
While the political strategy is likely to miss its target of broad-scale industrial upgrading, it
will be markedly successful in elevating essential parts of Chinese industry, creating a small but
impactful group of global leaders in smart manufacturing. This report emphasises the catalysing
effect of the policy on two distinct categories of enterprises:
Manufacturers. They employ automation and digitisation to improve the production of commodities such as cars, aeroplanes or refrigerators. Industrial policy will help to create or further
elevate a small vanguard of Chinese manufacturers that will achieve a highly advanced level of
efficiency and productivity through smart manufacturing within the next decade. These frontrunner manufacturers will successfully utilise modern production methods to considerably improve
their competitiveness in domestic and international markets.
Technology suppliers for smart manufacturing. Tech suppliers produce, integrate and sell
technologies needed for automation and digitisation such as robots, industrial software and
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) chips. Industrial policy will help to build a small number of
highly advanced Chinese national champions that are able to supply state-of-the art technology.
The tech suppliers will be increasingly capable of competing with leading foreign tech suppliers
domestically and globally.

China is
channelling
tremendous
financial
resources to
support the
technological
upgrading
of Chinese
enterprises.
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CHINESE TECHNO-NATIONALISM: A RISING CHALLENGE FOR INDUSTRIAL
COUNTRIES

Chinese
frontrunner
manufacturers
will increase
the global
competitive
pressure in
high-tech
industries.

Even with mixed success, China’s technology policy will create tremendous challenges for international corporations and entire economies of industrial countries. The economic advancement
of China is principally positive and can create mutually beneficial opportunities for China and its
economic partners. It would be unproductive to perceive China’s technological rise as a zero-sum
game in which increased Chinese strength directly weakens other industrial countries. However, it
is a valid concern that the active industrial policy by the Chinese state results in an uneven playing
field in which foreign competitors are at a disadvantage.
Chinese frontrunner manufacturers and their advanced production lines will increase the
global competitive pressure in high-tech industries, for instance in electronics and machinery.
They will actively challenge the leadership of foreign manufacturers in the very industries that
represent the key pillars of economic prosperity in many industrial countries.
Foreign tech suppliers will initially greatly benefit from the smart manufacturing boom in
China. China is currently still highly dependent on foreign technology to implement its ambitious
upgrading plans. However, these market opportunities will sharply diminish within the next decade. Chinese tech suppliers will become more sophisticated and will improve their products with
the help of political support and protection. The Chinese state also increasingly pushes its tech
suppliers and manufacturers to acquire essential technologies abroad in order to close the technology gap. These state-led foreign direct investments (FDI) could contribute to a hollowing out
of the technological lead of industrial countries.
Enterprises, business associations and governments in Europe will now have to respond to
the challenges of Chinese technology nationalism in manufacturing. The potential consequences
of European political and industrial inaction arising from complacency about Europe’s advanced
level of production and underestimation of the Chinese catch-up process are severe. For that reason, this report aims to present the characteristics of Chinese industrial policy on automation and
digitisation as well as the challenges and options for European stakeholders.
The report is based on an extensive examination of Chinese-language sources including policy documents, expert journals and newspaper articles. The authors interviewed more than 60
experts from enterprises, associations and political positions during field research in China and
Europe. Additionally, the report is complemented by quantitative analyses of patent activities,
subsidies and other categories.
The analysis will start with the paramount role of Made in China 2025 for industrial upgrading in China (Chapter 2). It then illustrates the advantages and limitations of this policy in catalysing the broad-scale application of smart manufacturing throughout the Chinese industrial sector
(Chapter 3). Chapter 4 will show how smart manufacturing strengthens Chinese manufacturers.
Chapter 5 assesses the trajectory of the increasing competitiveness of Chinese tech suppliers.
The report will conclude with an overview of challenges for the economies and enterprises of
industrial countries (Chapter 6) and will provide recommendations for European stakeholders in
politics and business (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 1

CONCEPTS AND KEY TERMS: SMART MANUFACTURING,
INDUSTRY 4.0 AND INDUSTRIAL INTERNET
Smart manufacturing refers to the use of automation and digitisation technology in industrial production and organisation. Historically, the innovation of production technologies
has caused leaps in productivity and disruption in existing market structures. Industrial
development has undergone three major revolutions:
	the 1st revolution in the late 18th century (“Industry 1.0”): mechanical production
driven by steam and water power;
	the 2nd revolution in the late 19th century (“Industry 2.0”): electrification of
machines and mass production;
	the 3rd revolution in the 1970s (“Industry 3.0”): industrial robots, programmable
logic controllers and IT-based production management.
Production in industrial countries today mostly uses the tools and systems of the third
revolution. Currently, a potential fourth disruption to global manufacturing, often called
Industry 4.0 or Industrial Internet, is predicted. This technological change is characterised
by the combination of advanced internet and communication technologies, embedded
systems and intelligent machines.
In so-called Cyber-Physical Systems, connected machines collect massive amounts of
data through smart sensors, communicate with each other and independently make decisions. These systems create and analyse big data to optimise production processes and
logistics. Whereas the German term Industry 4.0 emphasises engineering, the American Industrial Internet focuses more on the software-related elements of smart manufacturing.
Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet are supposed to increase productivity by reducing
idle times, improving predictive and preventive maintenance of equipment and making
logistics more efficient. Moreover, the software integration of manufacturing execution
systems (MES) and customer relations management (CRM) should increase the flexibility of
production and the degree of customisation (mass customisation).
The terms Industry 4.0 and Industrial Internet should be used with care as both
concepts have also attracted some criticism. These terms are also marketing vehicles to
better promote new products for application in industry. Most importantly, Industry 4.0
and Industrial Internet still have to prove whether they really can deliver a fourth revolution. This report uses these terms only to refer to the relevant technologies and potential
applications that lie behind them.
The concept of advanced manufacturing used in this report is much broader than
Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet. Chinese industry currently still uses the tools
and systems of the second industrial revolution and has only begun to embrace the third
revolution. Chinese enterprises are only starting to use technologies which are already
widespread in industrial countries. The Chinese definition of smart manufacturing often
mixes the third industrial revolution with Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet.
In line with the Chinese understanding, this report adopts a broad definition of
smart manufacturing. This includes technologies of the third industrial revolution, such as
traditional industrial robots, industry software and computerised machine tools, as well as
cutting-edge production technologies, such as wireless sensor networks, intelligent robots
and integrated software processes. This report only uses the term Industry 4.0 in cases
where it explicitly seeks to demarcate the most advanced technological level from the
third industrial revolution.
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2. Made in China 2025: a master plan for industrial
leadership and import substitution

KEY FINDINGS
	Starting from a very low level, China’s
industrial production technology is
currently experiencing rapid growth in
smart manufacturing.
	However, bottom-up enterprise initiatives in advanced production technology are generally still weak and do not
explain the current boom.
	Instead, China’s top-down industrial
policy is the main driver behind smart
manufacturing in China.

	The Chinese leadership sees smart
manufacturing as a key tool for challenging the technological dominance of
industrial countries and simultaneously
defending China’s low-end industries
against growing competition from
developing countries.
	A central goal of Chinese industrial
policy on smart manufacturing is to
gradually substitute foreign technology
with Chinese versions.

China’s industrial production is still backward compared to industrial countries. Most Chinese factories feature a rudimentary level of automation and almost no digitisation. For instance, Chinese
enterprises utilise an average of just 19 industrial robots per 10,000 industry employees. This
compares to 531 in South Korea, 301 in Germany and 176 in the United States (Figure 2).1 Labour
productivity is several times lower than in industrial and even some developing countries (Figure
3). Technology leaders such as Germany and Japan, in contrast, make intensive use of production
lines and management processes based on modern information technology and highly automated
machines.
Starting from a low level, Chinese industry is currently experiencing a rapid increase in demand for automation and digitisation technology. Chinese enterprises mostly demand basic techFigure 2

Automation in China’s industry is low
Density of industrial robots per 10,000 workers in 2015
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nologies that have been in use in industrial countries for a long time. Market growth for typical
Industry 3.0 technologies such as industrial software, traditional industrial robots and industrial
sensors was between 10 and 25 per cent in 2015. But market figures also demonstrate that China’s industry has already started to invest in technology relevant to the next generation of industrial production (Industry 4.0). For instance, demand for big data, cloud computing, wireless sensor
networks (WSN) and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) grew by 20 to 25 per cent in 2015.2

2.1 POLITICS, NOT BUSINESS: THE REAL DRIVER BEHIND CHINA’S SMART
MANUFACTURING BOOM
The smart manufacturing boom in China is mainly not driven by bottom-up enterprise initiatives.
Most Chinese enterprises are reluctant and risk-averse when it comes to investing in high-tech
equipment for production. The managers of the enterprises rather opt for low-cost and goodenough solutions with low upfront investment. Apart from a few frontrunners, enterprise initiatives tend to be weak when compared to other countries. According to a survey, 21 per cent of
Chinese enterprises state that they are testing or using Industry 4.0 applications (the corresponding figure for German enterprises is 40 per cent).3
Most Chinese enterprises feel no pressure to undergo a lengthy and costly upgrade toward
modern production capacity. Firstly, many enterprises are not exposed to the pressures of free
market competition in an economy that is characterised by intense state interference. They lack
the incentives to strengthen market power by increasing productivity and improving production
technology. Instead, many enterprises can rely on political protection to achieve market dominance.
Secondly, Chinese manufacturing labour costs and minimum wages are increasing, but they
are still moderate and only slightly higher than in neighbouring Southeast Asian countries (Figure
4). Employing a large workforce often still represents the cheaper option compared to major investment in new equipment. While local labour shortages characterised the period following the
global economic and financial crisis in 2008, Chinese manufacturing now once more has a surfeit
of workers with low and medium skills.
Several factors are beginning to gradually change the cost-benefit calculation of Chinese
enterprises as they are slowly moving towards more investment in high automation. For some
labour-intensive industries such as garment production and in some localities such as the Canton-

China’s economy
is in urgent
need of a new
innovationdriven growth
model.

Figure 3

Chinese productivity is low
Labour productivity in selected countries (GDP per employee, constant 2011 PPP in USD)
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Figure 4

Labour costs in China are still moderate
Minimum wages in Asia in USD per month as of September 2016 (highest prevailing minimum wage)
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ese city of Dongguan, wage pressure is already relatively high. This pressure provides an incentive
for enterprises to spend more on automated machines. In addition, factory planners increasingly
substitute robots for workers who are no longer willing to undertake stressful tasks such as varnishing, welding and polishing, even if they are well paid. But across China’s manufacturing sector,
these trends are not widespread enough to lead to a decisive and broad upgrading of Chinese
manufacturing technology.

The goal is
to build an
economic
structure and
capabilities
similar to that
of Germany
and Japan.

An advanced industry: a key tool for escaping the middle-income trap
While enterprises are still hesitant, the Chinese government is the main driving force behind the
smart manufacturing boom in China. Prime Minister Li Keqiang stated that “the manufacturing
industry is a main pillar for the national economy, main opportunities must be used. The transition
towards smart manufacturing is essential”.4 China’s political leaders see a modern industry as an
important ingredient in solving the country’s overarching economic challenge: China’s economy is
in urgent need of a new innovation-driven growth model.
The push for smart manufacturing is closely associated with China’s reform agenda to revamp the basic structures of its economy and adapt to future needs. The agenda, adopted at
the third plenum of the 18th Central Committee of the Communist Party in 2013, listed reforms
in areas such as state-owned enterprises, fiscal policy, financial system and market access for
foreigners. However, progress is so far mixed and original promises of liberalisation, such as in the
state-owned sector, turned out to be illusionary.
Without important change in the economic system and the modernisation of its industry, the
country risks being stuck in mediocrity between industrial and developing countries. As expressed
in the Made in China 2025 strategy, “China’s manufacturing industry faces the serious challenge
of a ‘double pressure’ between industrial and other developing countries”. Advanced manufacturing is expected to help China to address this double pressure.
Firstly, the aim is to challenge the market dominance of industrial countries. To avoid the
middle-income trap, China is seeking to make a leap forward towards becoming a leading “Manufacturing Superpower” (制造强国) and “Internet Superpower” (网络强国). The goal is essentially
to build an economic structure and capabilities similar to that of Germany and Japan: a strong
industrial country based on a robust and innovative manufacturing industry. Modern production
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facilities will be the key to achieving the same level of productivity and product quality as found
in established industrial countries.
Secondly, China’s leaders seek to defend the country’s status as the “factory of the world”
for low-value industries against developing countries. Wage increases have not yet caused largescale offshoring, but the Chinese leadership sees the relocation of factories to Southeast Asian
neighbours as a serious medium-term threat. Reshoring to industrial countries, as demonstrated
by the recent re-opening of a highly automated Adidas shoe factory in Germany and reindustrialisation in the U.S., is a growing issue. With automation and digitisation of industry, the Chinese
government wants to maintain the advantage of low manufacturing costs in industries such as
textiles.5

2.2 TOP-DOWN STRATEGY PUSHES SMART MANUFACTURING
The government is seeking to attain its goals through political campaigning and financial support.
In 2015, China’s government initiated a very comprehensive, forward-looking and smart masterplan for economic and industrial modernisation: Made in China 2025 (中国制造2025). The strategy builds on decades of industrial policy making. It is not radically new but it is larger in scope
and backed up with greater resources than past industrial policies. It integrates a great number
of previously largely uncoordinated efforts to promote smart manufacturing.6 On this basis, the
long-term plan looks far into the future, boldly and ambitiously outlining China’s technological
development path until 2049, with 2025 merely representing an intermediary step.
Made in China 2025 is strongly inspired by Germany’s Industry 4.0 strategy. The Chinese
Academy of Engineering embraced the German concept when drafting its “Manufacturing Superpower” report in 2013. The report served as a scientific foundation for the formulation of Made
in China 2025.7 Following the Academy’s report, the political leadership kicked off an energetic
campaign in 2014. President Xi Jinping, Prime Minister Li Keqiang and Deputy Prime Minister Ma Kai
made important comments on Industry 4.0 and paid and received several state visits to and from
Germany revolving around cooperation on this topic.
Made in China 2025 is a top-down strategy. The leadership imposes its policy priorities and
strategic vision for industrial upgrading on a manufacturing industry that has so far been largely
hesitant about industrial modernisation. This strong role of policy as the driver of smart manufacturing development stands in stark contrast to the pivotal role of enterprise initiative in the
bottom-up process in Germany, the United States and many other countries.
The high political relevance of Made in China 2025 is also reflected in powerful institutional backing for smart manufacturing. The inter-ministerial Leading Small Group for Constructing
a Manufacturing Superpower, headed by Deputy Prime Minister Ma Kai, is responsible for macro-strategic planning and coordination (Figure 5). The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), China’s powerful administration for industrial policy, is tasked with the implementation of the policies.
Made in China 2025 goes far beyond the scope of comparable strategies for the automation
and digitisation of industry in other countries. The plan embodies a comprehensive and strategically interlinked battery of industrial policies, geared towards the overall goal of turning China
into a “Manufacturing Superpower”. This goal applies in particular to ten high-tech industries such
as the automotive industry and energy equipment. Besides smart manufacturing, Made in China
2025 also includes provisions on innovation in manufacturing, product quality management and
sustainable production (Table 1).
As for smart manufacturing, the plan is to upgrade production technology across the entire industry: large- and small-scale, state-owned and private enterprises. Important tasks are the
commercialisation of smart manufacturing technologies, the application of smart manufacturing
in key enterprises, the construction of intelligent factories and the development of service-oriented manufacturing. In particular, high-end computerised numeric control machine tools, industrial robots and advanced IT are the focus of the plan.

Made in China
2025 goes
far beyond the
scope of
comparable
strategies for
industrial digitisation in other
countries.
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Figure 5

Smart manufacturing is high on the agenda
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Table 1

Industrial policy for technological progress
The main targets of Made in China 2025
Indicators

2013

2015

2020

2025

Share of R&D spending of operating revenue (in %)

0.88

0.95

1.26

1.68

Invention patents per 100 million CNY total revenue

0.36

0.44

0.7

1.1

Quality competitiveness index*

83.1

83.5

84.5

85.5

Growth of industrial value-added (in %)

9.7

5.9

7.9

9.9

Productivity growth (in %, annual average)

7.3

6.6

7.5

6.5

Broadband internet (penetration in %)

37

50

70

82

Use of digital design tools in R&D (penetration in %)

52

58

72

84

Use of numerical control machines in key production processes
(penetration in %)

27

33

50

64

Decrease in industrial energy intensity (in % compared to 2015)

-

-

-18

-34

Decrease in CO2 emission intensity (in % compared to 2015)

-

-

-22

-40

Decrease in water usage intensity (in % compared to 2015)

-

-

-23

-41

62

65

73

79

Innovation

Quality

Digitisation of Industry

Environmental Protection

Reuse of solid industrial waste (in % of total waste)

Notes: *accumulated indicator based on data from 250,000 enterprises; criteria include current implementation of quality
management and supervision as well as potential for future quality improvements
Source: State Council, National Bureau of Statistics
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Key technologies targeted by Made in China 2025
• New generation information technology
• High-end computerised machines and robots
• Space and aviation
• Maritime equipment and high-tech ships
• Advanced railway transportation equipment
• New energy and energy-saving vehicles
• Energy equipment
• Agricultural machines
• New materials
• Biopharma and high-tech medical devices
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THE ROLE OF INTERNET PLUS FOR SMART MANUFACTURING
The Chinese government is seeking to
integrate Made in China 2025 with China’s
digital agenda, the Internet Plus plan. Internet Plus is a full-blown plan to digitise the
economy and society beyond the traditional internet. It seeks to create new information technology solutions in areas such as
health, finance, education and transport,
referring tangentially to issues of smart
manufacturing. The technologies which
Internet Plus is intended to promote will be
relevant for industrial production as well.
These comprise cloud computing, big data,
the internet of things and e-commerce. Despite this overlap with Internet Plus, Made
in China 2025 is the main strategy for
developing smart manufacturing in China.

In contrast to the top-down approach of
Made in China 2025, Internet Plus is based
on bottom-up initiatives by internet enterprises. Ma Huateng, CEO of the internet giant Tencent, formulated the “Internet Plus”
concept in 2014, and Li Keqiang picked up
the term in his government report in 2015.
Internet enterprises are closely involved in
drafting implementation guidelines for the
Internet Plus strategy.8 At the central government level, the National Development
and Reform Commission (NDRC) is responsible for implementing the strategy.

2.3 CHINA’S AIM IS TECHNOLOGY SUBSTITUTION

Words like
“indigenous
innovations”
and “self-sufficiency” are
omnipresent
in Made in
China 2025.

China’s industrial policy in manufacturing and digitisation ultimately aims to achieve technological
catch-up and import substitution. The political leadership intends to gradually substitute foreign
technology with Chinese technology (localisation). Chinese high-tech industries, in particular the
national champions, are expected to acquire the capabilities to create independent innovative
technological solutions and replace their foreign competitors on the domestic market and increasingly also on global markets.
The objective of technological progress and substitution thoroughly penetrates Made in
China 2025. On an abstract level, the plan stresses the need to “strive to control essential core
technology, improve industrial supply chains and build independent development capacities in basic, strategic and comprehensive areas related to the national economy and industrial security”.
Words like “indigenous innovations” (自主创新) and “self-sufficiency” (自主保障) are omnipresent
in the document. The plan states the need to develop and use indigenous products in fields such
as computer-aided design tools, industrial platform software, smart manufacturing technology
and electric vehicles.9
The main document of Made in China 2025 contains few concrete targets for Chinese products. One specific goal is, for example, to increase the domestic market share of Chinese suppliers
for “basic core components and important basic materials” to 70 per cent. Several supplementary
semi-official documents including the “Made in China 2025 Key Area Technology Roadmap”, however, propose specific targets for the market share of home-grown technologies (Figure 6).10
The MIIT insists that Made in China 2025 will not adopt a new system of local content. It
states that the “Made in China 2025 Key Area Technology Roadmap” containing many of these
targets is a scientific document, produced by 48 academics of the Chinese Academy of Engineering and over 400 experts, and has no policy implications. However, Vice-Premier Ma Kai has
officially endorsed the document, illustrating the political weight of the roadmap.
To avoid an open violation of WTO obligations, it appears that the responsible ministries
and state-owned policy institutes use internal or semi-official documents to communicate local
content targets to Chinese enterprises in industries such as aviation and electric vehicles.11 The
Chinese government could so far not eliminate concerns of foreign governments and enterpris-
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es that China is building an informal system of local content targets. A letter from the German
ambassador in China to MIIT minister Miao Wei inquiring about localisation targets for electric
vehicles remained unanswered so far.12
In China’s general industrial policy, the localisation targets are implemented using broad and
diverse measures. The government subsidises Chinese products while excluding foreign alternatives, for example, in the fields of electric vehicles and – to a certain extent – robotics. The government also supports Chinese enterprises with direct capital injections and preferential loans in
many industries such as steel and machinery. National investment funds such as the National Integrated Circuit Investment Fund (National IC Fund) in the semiconductor industry directly invest
in enterprises. In other cases, the state closes the public procurement market to foreign enterprises, for example in information technology. In the past, the government has also set local content
requirements as conditions for carrying out public projects, for example in the wind industry.
Figure 6

Made in China 2025 aims at substitution
Semi-official targets for the domestic market share of Chinese products (in per cent)
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3. Strengths and limitations of Made in China 2025
KEY FINDINGS
	Major strengths of the policy initiative include its mobilisation capacity,
long-term planning, generous funding,
local experimentation and strong local
initiatives.
	Weaknesses include the mismatch
between political priorities and industry needs, the fixation on quantitative
targets, inefficient allocation of funding
and overspending by local governments.
	Contextual factors, most importantly the overall downward pressure on
China’s economy, the possible effects of

China will fail
to catalyse a
broad industrial
upgrading within
the next decade.

upgrading on the labour market and the
shortage of skilled labour, will diminish
the effectiveness of the policy.
	The policy will not lead to wide-ranging
industrial upgrading nor will it create a
broad-based industry of tech suppliers
within the next decade.
	But the initiative will succeed in building
a small, highly competitive group of
manufacturers and tech suppliers of
smart manufacturing, significantly
enhancing China’s economic competitiveness in domestic and global high
technology markets.

The great vision for China’s industrial future looks impressive on paper. Made in China 2025
appears to be a smart and comprehensive plan to promote technological progress in manufacturing. The political programme, however, will still have to prove whether it can be effective in
practice. Made in China 2025 is a broad and general framework that needs further specification.
The implementation is just beginning. Careful analysis of upcoming implementation documents
and industry-specific five-year plans is necessary to further evaluate the direction and outcomes
of government policy (Figure 7; a list of the policies can also be found in the annex). The examination of implementation steps taken since 2015 allows for predictions of likely outcomes and
impacts.
China has very powerful policy instruments at its disposal that create a significant and immediate dynamic on the ground. Yet policy strengths go hand in hand with inherent weaknesses
that hinder successful implementation. This chapter will show that, on balance, China is likely to
miss some of its goals but achieve others: it will almost certainly fail to catalyse a broad, economy-wide industrial upgrading of Chinese manufacturers within the next decade and it will also
be unsuccessful in building a broad-based, highly competitive industry of tech suppliers for smart
manufacturing within the given timeframe.
China is more than likely to succeed in creating a small, powerful group of national champions among manufacturers and tech suppliers. These champions will play a dominant role in their
respective domestic markets and will grow into formidable international competitors.

3.1 POWERFUL INSTRUMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
Massive mobilisation capacity
On the positive side, the mobilisation capacity of China’s policy campaign is substantial. The particular strength of top-down policies is that they attract widespread attention throughout the
country in a short time. After Made in China 2025 was released in 2015, discussion on smart manufacturing spread in China’s industry and the wider public. Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing
rapidly turned into popular buzzwords for describing China’s path to technological modernisation.
The number of scientific and expert articles mentioning “Industry 4.0” increased fivefold between
2014 and 2015.13
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Figure 7

China pushes industrial upgrading
Key decisions for the implementation of Made in China 2025 regarding smart manufacturing
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Forward-looking strategic planning
Long-term planning is a strong point of China’s top-level design. Chinese leaders are appointed for
two five-year terms and are less exposed to the pressures of public opinion than leaders in liberal
democracies. This enables them, in times of smooth economic growth, to pay less attention to
short-term pressures and concentrate on long-term goals. The long-term vision of Made in China
2025 for a “Manufacturing Superpower” allows the government to initiate today the necessary
measures and work on the roadmap for industrial modernisation step by step.
Large state funding
Further advantages of Chinese industrial policy include large government funds and subsidies and
the ability to channel them into priority areas. The recently established Advanced Manufacturing
Fund (国家先进制造产业投资基金) is a 20 billion CNY (2.7 billion EUR) fund, although the exact funding period remains unclear.14 In comparison, the German government has so far provided
about 200 million EUR for research and innovation for Industry 4.0 technologies.15
In the same month that Made in China 2025 was released, the state-owned State Development and Investment Corporation set up a company with limited partnership to manage the Advanced Manufacturing Fund (the SDIC Advanced Manufacturing Investment Fund (Limited Partnership)) (国投先进制造产业投资基金（有限合伙）). The central government paid 6 billion CNY
directly into the fund, while the state-owned State Development and Investment Corporation and
the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China contributed 4 billion CNY and 5 billion CNY respectively. Some provinces also contribute to the Advanced Manufacturing fund. It has already started to
make investments: for instance, purchasing shares in the battery and electric vehicle maker BYD
worth 1.5 billion CNY and investing in a joint venture by several Shanghai robot makers.16
In addition, other government funds have also provided substantial sums for the development of smart manufacturing technologies. Among them are the National IC Fund (国家集成电
路产业投资基金) and the Emerging Industries Investment Fund (国家新兴产业创业投资引导基
金) with capital of 139 billion CNY (19 billion EUR) and 40 billion CNY (5.4 billion EUR) respectively
at their disposal.

Long-term
planning is a
strong point
of China’s
top-level design.
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Policy innovation through experimentation
China has demonstrated through its industrial policy that it is very good at experimenting with
new business models and new technologies. The central government often tests new approaches through pilot projects. These projects later serve as models for the nationwide roll-out of new
technologies. In 2015 and 2016, the MIIT initiated more than 200 projects for smart manufacturing at enterprise level. In addition, the MIIT is establishing manufacturing innovation centres and
pilot cities for Made in China 2025, such as the coastal city of Ningbo and several cities in the
Pearl River Delta.17 The demonstration projects focus, for example, on the implementation or integration of complex Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Manufacturing Execution Systems and
Customer Relationship Management (CRM); on the use of RFID in components and material flows;
the deep penetration of production with real-time monitoring; or cloud platforms for customer
and supply chain management.

It is the local
governments
that determine
the pace
of smart
manufacturing
growth.

Rush of local governments to emerging industries
The rush of local administrations to support smart manufacturing accelerates and amplifies Made
in China 2025: the central government campaign caused enthusiasm for smart manufacturing
among local governments and greatly enhanced the impetus of previous local efforts. Local governments hasten to build China’s new leading industrial basis for emerging technologies, which
promises large economic benefits and support from the central government. In their pursuit to
outperform their local rivals, local cadres mobilise massive financial resources and often exceed
national targets by a considerable margin. Whereas the central government defines the policy
priorities, it is the local governments that actually determine the pace and direction of smart
manufacturing growth.
The intense push from local activities is especially visible in robotics. Local governments
have opened or are planning to open nearly 40 parks for the development of the robotics industry (Figure 8). By October 2016, at least 70 provinces, cities and county-level administrations
had released local Made in China 2025 strategies with specific local priorities. MERICS identified
concrete robotics subsidy pledges in 21 cities and 5 provinces for promoting industrial robotics at
a total value of nearly 40 billion CNY. These local subsidies will contribute more to the usage of
industrial robots than central government spending because they are twice as large as the new
national Advanced Manufacturing Fund.18
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Figure 8

The “robot craze“ of China’s local governments
China’s new local robot industrial parks risk to create overcapacities

Targets for industrial output of local robot hubs (in billion CNY) until 2020
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3.2 THE STRENGTHS COME WITH INHERENT WEAKNESSES
The forcefulness of the industrial policy campaign is impressive. However, the top-down approach
comes at a cost because its strengths come with built-in weaknesses.
Catch-all approach misses specific enterprise demands
The enormous mobilisation capacity leads to an over-ambitious catch-all approach that does not
meet the specific needs of enterprises. The campaign-style policy of Made in China 2025 disregards the role of a developed entrepreneurial environment and management practices in realising
smart manufacturing. The government imposes the priority of smart manufacturing on enterprises without considering their actual circumstances. Many barely automated enterprises are
unprepared for using advanced technologies. Focusing on the most advanced technologies while
disregarding the need to upgrade to basic automation and digitisation technology will lead to disappointing or even harmful results. For example, enterprises with rather simple software systems
and non-computerised automation can hardly be expected to deal with software integration and
intelligent machines.
Blind spot: management and gradual change
China’s industrial policy underestimates the role of enterprise organisation and gradual improvement of production processes as ways to realise smart manufacturing. The government tends to
see industrial upgrading as a purely technical task of installing new equipment. The reason for
this approach is simple: focusing on technology delivers fast, impressive and quantifiable results
– such as rising demand for robots.
However, this fixation on hardware neglects the fact that progress in industrial production is to a large degree a matter of organising management and manufacturing processes. Key to industrial upgrading are the optimisation of industrial processes through continuous
improvement (Kaizen), the implementation of lean management and the role of expert consultants.

Local
governments
risk duplicating
projects,
wasting money
and outpacing
demand.

Inefficient allocation of funds
The provision of massive funds is often associated with the misallocation of public money. In
China it’s often not the most promising and efficient enterprises but those with the best contacts
in the political system that receive funding. Smart manufacturing is no exception. A Southern
Chinese electronics firm, for example, secured funding for a pilot project because it hired a former
MIIT official.19 In the robotics industry there are also instances of rent-seeking on the part of enterprises and the misappropriation of funds earmarked for innovation.20
Duplication of effort by local governments
The enormous local enthusiasm for smart manufacturing also creates serious problems: Local
government efforts are often uncoordinated and redundant; they risk duplicating projects, wasting money and outpacing demand. A run on a particular type of technology often leads to manufacturers producing only low-value solutions. The risks of a subsidy glut and overcapacities in
smart manufacturing are highly imminent, similar to the existing problems in industries such as
steel, coal and chemicals.
Other sectors such as the photovoltaic and the wind industry have also demonstrated that
local subsidy gluts and tax reliefs for companies often lead to overinvestment. Overcapacities
cause a massive decline in prices and shrinking margins. Given the artificial incentive structure of
state subsidy regimes, Chinese enterprises normally do not react to increased competitive pressure with more innovative activity. Instead, many enterprises concentrate on mass producing lowtech products.
MIIT Vice-Minister Feng Fei said that “the biggest worry in the implementation process of
Made in China 2025 is that there could be another round of duplicate construction”.21 China’s robotics industry is heading for overcapacity because local subsidies are extremely high and support
measures uncoordinated. At first, this will only affect the Chinese market, especially the low-end
segment. If Chinese robot makers become more active globally, this could also lead to an export
of overcapacities to global markets.
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3.3 ECONOMIC CHALLENGES IMPAIR POLICY EFFECTIVENESS
Apart from policy weaknesses, there are several contextual economic barriers and pressures that
have negative consequences for policy activities and incentive structures for enterprises.
Economic slowdown affects willingness to invest
The current worsening of economic conditions will delay or hinder long-term planning for industrial upgrading. Due to the economic slowdown, the central government is likely to postpone the
transition to an innovation economy as it responds to short-term economic challenges via traditional methods of crisis management such as increasing infrastructure investment. Corporate
debt and overcapacities decrease the willingness of enterprises to invest in new and advanced
machinery and information technology. The purchase of equipment in general has already slowed
markedly in 2016 (Figure 9). Demand growth for industrial robots significantly dampened in 2016
as the automotive industry, the largest user of robots, faced stagnating car sales and cut back
orders for new robot units.22 As smart manufacturing increases productivity and capacities, upgrading might even increase overcapacities.
Figure 9

Chinese enterprises are less willing to purchase new equipment
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Lack of skilled workers
The lack of talent makes it very difficult for many Chinese enterprises to install and use smart
manufacturing technologies. Complex IT processes and computerised machines, such as cross-industry technologies, require detailed expertise in various fields of automation, engineering and
software. A shortage of skilled workers for smart manufacturing is an issue in many countries, but
it is even more severe in China. Chinese enterprises perceive the skill shortage as one of the major
problems for industrial upgrading for both simple automation and highly sophisticated IT-based
processes.23 China’s education system and the Chinese universities struggle to provide sufficient
numbers of skilled experts for sophisticated tasks in the high-tech industry. 24
Impending lay-offs due to automation
The consequences of industrial upgrading for the labour market will further diminish the initial
enthusiasm among political circles. The government is not well prepared for mass lay-offs due to
industrial upgrading. Made in China 2025 has a clear blind spot here. The labour market is one of
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The
government
is not well
prepared for
mass lay-offs
due to industrial
upgrading.

the biggest worries to the central government. The 50 million new jobs the government plans to
create in urban areas until 2020 might not be sufficient to absorb new waves of migrants into
the cities. The manufacturing industry has reached its limits for providing jobs, but new drivers of
growth in the service sector have not yet realised their potential as a job machine.25 In the midst
of an already tense employment situation, technological upgrading and further job losses will
increase the danger of political instability and unrest. Large-scale dismissals, which are also (but
not solely) related to automation, are already happening: Haier laid off 26,000 employees (18 per
cent of its entire workforce) after it had heavily invested in digital factories.26
The combination of inherent policy weaknesses and unfavourable overall economic conditions is likely to limit the effect of Made in China 2025. It remains to be seen if the decision makers
are able to adapt their policy strategies to the challenges that lie ahead. As the next two chapters
will show, it is exactly these policy strategies that will determine the success or failure of China’s
manufacturers and tech suppliers.
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4. Manufacturers: a small but growing group of
challengers to industrial countries

KEY FINDINGS
	Made in China 2025 will have different
effects on different enterprises: China
will have frontrunners, hopefuls and
latecomers in the use of smart manufacturing.
	A small number of frontrunners will
soon become highly competitive on the
world market.
	The frontrunners upgrade their processes out of their interest, but policy is
important in accelerating their efforts.

	The policy will have the biggest impact
on the hopefuls. This group of enterprises operates at a less advanced level
but will move to upgrade production to
the next level if provided with the right
incentives.
	The hopefuls’ success or failure will depend on effective policy implementation.
	The development of the group of
hopefuls will determine China’s competitiveness in smart manufacturing in the
medium term.

Even if Made in China 2025 will not fully accomplish its objective of achieving the widespread
application of smart manufacturing in the next decade, the plan will develop an enormous impact
that will be felt not only in China but throughout the global economy. Industrial countries should
have no illusions: Made in China 2025 will elevate a small but powerful group of Chinese manufacturers, dramatically increasing their competitiveness.
The central issue is to what degree government policies will mobilise manufacturers to modernise their processes. The smart
manufacturing boom that is beginning in ChiManufacturers use smart manufacna will be very unequally distributed among
turing to improve their production and
enterprises in China. This chapter differentimanagement processes. Some of these
ates between three distinct groups of Chicompanies are hybrids: they manufacnese manufacturers (Table 2).
ture their own products and, in addition,
The biggest and most immediate chalsupply smart manufacturing products
lenge to advanced economies and their manand services to other enterprises.
ufacturers will come from a small group of
frontrunners. The frontrunners are the few
enterprises that are developing advanced
manufacturing out of a strong business interest. They are in the best position to use the political support of Made in China 2025 to their
advantage.
The latecomers, the largest group, will hardly gain anything from the policy campaign no
matter how effectively it is implemented. They simply do not possess the technological prerequisites or the business incentives to expand into advanced manufacturing any time soon.
The hopefuls, the third group, are decisive for China’s future competitiveness. The frontrunners are the challengers of today, the hopefuls could be the challengers of tomorrow. But they will
need to be activated through policy. Their development is the most uncertain of the three groups
and most strongly depends on the successful implementation of Made in China 2025.
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Table 2

Frontrunners

Hopefuls

Latecomers

Current level

Highly automated and
digitised (Industry 3.0)

Progressing towards
high automation and
digitisation
(from Industry 2.0 to
Industry 3.0)

Manual labour and
basic automation
(Industry 1.0 and 2.0)

Importance of
business interest for
progress

High

Low, potentially increasing

Low

Importance of policy
for progress

Medium

High

Low

Prospects for the
next ten years

Enormous benefits
from using advanced
technology
(Industry 4.0)

Potentially consolidating
automation and
digitisation (Industry 3.0)
and testing out advanced
technology (Industry 4.0)

Mainly remaining at
the level of manual labour
and basic automation
© MERICS

China’s smart manufacturing develops at different speeds
Characteristics of frontrunners, hopefuls and latecomers

4.1 F
 RONTRUNNERS COMBINE BUSINESS INTEREST WITH POLICY SUPPORT
The frontrunners are a small group of China’s most advanced users of smart manufacturing. They
established very solid foundations using Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines, ERP, MES,
industrial robots and similar technologies. They are already running research, development and
demonstration for the application of Industry 4.0 technology, for example RFID, wireless sensor
networks and virtual reality. The frontrunners will soon close the gap to the most advanced international level of production technology in their respective industries.
The frontrunners can be found across industrial sectors. They include private as well as
state-owned enterprises (Table 3). Similar to other countries, the automotive, electronics and
metals industries have a high penetration of MES, ERP and industrial robots. For others, such as
paper making and garment production, smart manufacturing is less prevalent. However, when
compared to car production in industrial countries or by OEMs in China, the production of Chinese
carmakers is very backward. In contrast, industries such as electronics have achieved an internationally quite advanced level.
Examples of frontrunners include manufacturers of consumer electronics and home appliances such as Haier and Hisense, and increasingly Midea and Gree. The construction machine
manufacturers Sany and Zoomlion also have advanced production processes. The automotive
and steel industries are relatively backward compared to foreign factories. However, the carmaker
SAIC, car component supplier Weichai and steelmaker Baosteel are rising as active users of cutting-edge technology.
Business initiative is key to industrial upgrading
Key to the success of the frontrunners is their enterprise-led initiative. This differs from most
other Chinese enterprises. The frontrunners upgraded to advanced manufacturing to increase
profitability, ahead of government incentive programmes. Sany, for instance, began its “Digital
Factory” programme in 2009.
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Many frontrunners are deeply integrated in world markets and are exposed to real and open competition. This creates powerful incentives to increase productivity through the use of smart manufacturing. The frontrunners understand new production technology as fundamental to expanding or consolidating international market activities and shares. Their managers are convinced that
success in overseas markets, as suppliers or OEMs, is only possible if they can achieve a high level
of productivity, quality and customisation, and if they are able to project the image of a modern
enterprise.
The central government now sees them as successful models and provides financial support.
The frontrunners could succeed without policy support, but Made in China 2025 is an important
catalyst for their progress. All frontrunners have been awarded national pilot projects for smart
manufacturing.
Smart manufacturing boosts international presence
The upgrading efforts enormously increase the production capabilities of the frontrunners. Smart
manufacturing enables them to make higher quality products more quickly, cheaply and flexibly.
Within China, the frontrunners are the only enterprises that are in a position to reap immediate
benefits from the use of Industry 4.0. For instance, 15 particularly successful national pilot projects reduced operative costs by 20 per cent and the product development cycle by more than 30
per cent, according to an MIIT survey. The projects were able to increase productivity by nearly 30
per cent and decrease the amount of deficient products by 20 per cent.27
These benefits of smart manufacturing strengthen the frontrunners’ international presence. For example, Haier more than doubled its operational revenue on non-Chinese markets
from about 8 billion CNY to more than 18 billion CNY between 2012 and 2015, after it released
its “internet factory” programme in 2012.28 Smart manufacturing is a necessary but insufficient
condition for reaching a significant global presence. Product innovation and branding are equally
important. Haier performed well in these categories. Several frontrunners, on the other hand, will
have difficulties globally in spite of modern production methods, as their design and marketing
capacities lag behind.

The
benefits of
smart manufacturing
strengthen the
frontrunners’
international
presence.

Policy weaknesses will not affect the frontrunners
The frontrunners will be the least affected by the weaknesses of the political strategy. The high
ambitions of the campaign match their advanced status. Since they have a strong business case
for smart manufacturing they are less likely to be affected by the pitfalls of Made in China 2025
discussed in Chapter 3. They are also in a better postition to overcome skill shortages by establishing internal research and training centres and making use of external consulting. While inefficient policy will have less impact on the frontrunners, these companies are still vulnerable to the
consequences of an economic downturn. Corporate losses and overcapacities could delay their
investment in equipment and slow down their business in the short term. However, economic
turbulence could also provide an opportunity for the frontrunners as their modernised production
lines would give them an edge over their domestic rivals..
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Table 3

Leaders in smart manufacturing
Examples and effects of industrial upgrading in frontrunner enterprises
Haier

Sany

Industry: Electronics
2.7 % of revenue spent on R&D
21 % of revenue earned abroad

Industry: Machinery
5.1 % of revenue spent on R&D
44 % of revenue earned abroad

Smart factories in
• Shenyang (refrigerators)
• Foshan (washing machines)
• Zhengzhou (air conditioners)
• Qingdao (water heaters)

Smart factories in
• Changsha Ningxiang (mobile cranes)
• Changsha No. 18 (trucks)
• Beijing (pile drivers)
• Shanghai Lingang (excavators)

Key Projects
2012: “Internet factory” strategy
• Platform for product customisation and supply
chain management
• Research centre for smart manufacturing
• Participation in national pilot projects

Key Projects
2007: First investment in robots
2009: “Digital factory” project
• Acquired German machine maker Putzmeister
• Platform for smart services of construction
machines
• Participation in national pilot projects

Effects
Result of upgrading at Shenyang refrigerator
factory:
• Order-delivery time down from fifteen to seven
days
• Productivity doubled

Effects
Results of upgrading at Changsha truck
factory:
• Productivity +24%
• Material storage -30%

Weichai

Shanghai Electric

Industry: Automotive
4.4 % of revenue spent on R&D
55 % of revenue earned abroad

Industry: Energy Equipment
3.2 % of revenue spent on R&D
11 % of revenue earned abroad

Smart factory in
• Weifang (No. 1)

Smart factory in
• Shanghai Highly Lingang (compressors for air
conditioners)

Key Projects
• Acquired 70 % share of German hydraulics firm
Linde Hydraulics (former Kion)
• Smart manufacturing project with China Telecom
• Participation in national pilot projects

Key Projects
2007: First investment in robots
• Acquired two German automation firms
• Participation in national pilot projects

Source: Based on enterprise publications
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Effects
Result of upgrading at Shanghai compressor
factory:
• Robot density of 461 per 10,000 employees in a
labour-intensive industry
• Production per employee rose from 295 to 1131
compressors
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4.2 HOPEFULS: WINNING OR LOSING?
The hopefuls play a decisive role for China’s international competitiveness. Effective industrial policy is most critical for this group. If the policy succeeds, it will enable these companies to
challenge the global market position of multinational corporations in the medium term. If many
of the Chinese hopefuls effectively use smart manufacturing to expand internationally, China’s
economic strength will grow quickly. A large proportion of the hopefuls are not yet influential on
international markets and their rise might surprise established market players.
As of today, the hopefuls are not yet close to achieving the most advanced level of production. For the most part, this relatively large group is in the midst of upgrading from basic automation and electrification (Industry 2.0) to numerical control and software-based production (Industry 3.0). The greater the effectiveness of Made in China 2025, the bigger the group of hopefuls to
effectively use Industry 4.0 in the medium term.
The hopefuls are a large heterogeneous group, including large state-owned and private enterprises as well as many small and medium enterprises. Examples for hopefuls are the stateowned aircraft and defence corporation Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC), as well as
the TV maker Changchong, energy equipment producers such as Shaangu and the ship maker
Nantong COSCO KHI Ship Engineering. Many hopefuls take part in the pilot projects launched by
the MIIT and local governments (Table 4).
Table 4

Political support for hopefuls
Select national demonstration projects for the application of smart manufacturing supported
by the MIIT in 2015

Automotive
Chang’an
Chemistry and Petroleum
Sailun
Sinopec
Clothing
Meike
Redcollar

Energy Equipment
Shaangu
TBEA
Metals and Materials
Angang
China United Cement Corporation
Chinalco
Janus Precision Components
Jinjiang
Kocel
Sinoma (Taishan Fiberglass)

Electronics
Changhong (Hefei)
Changhong (Sichuan)
Shenzhen Rapoo
Skyworth
Yangtze Optical Fibre and Cable
Food, Beverage and Medicine
Kanion
Polypharm
Shandong Companion
Sinofert
Yili
Shipbuilding
Nantong COSCO KHI Ship Engineering
© MERICS

Aviation
AVIC (Changhe)
AVIC (Liyuan)
AVIC (Xi’an Aircraft Industry)
CASIC

Source: MIIT 2015

Policy is the main trigger of industrial upgrading
Unlike the frontrunners, the hopefuls rely on the top-down approach of Made in China 2025. For
them the policy campaign is the main driver for their upgrading activities towards smart manufacturing. Their business interest is currently too weak to lead to comprehensive investment
in cutting-edge automation and digitisation technology without policy support. But the national pilot projects are an important trigger and provide substantial support for testing advanced
technology and improving efficiency. Senior managers of large state-owned enterprises respond
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particularly well to the policy priorities of Made in China 2025 in order to meet political targets
and advance their own careers. The big push towards smart manufacturing is especially visible
in the aviation industry (Table 5). State-owned aircraft makers have considerably increased their
activities in this area in 2015 and 2016. AVIC, for instance, developed a comprehensive plan for
smart manufacturing parallel to the release of Made in China 2025. The company started as many
as four pilot projects under the national programme including one in the city of Xi’an.
Table 5

Industrial
paradigms

Technologies and methods

Level of implementation
in production

Industry 2.0

Electrification and professionalism
• Use of electric devices
• Division of labour

Very High

Industry 3.0

Automation
• Processing and assembly
• Data collection
• Logistics

High

Lean management
• Industrial processes
• Just-in-time production
• Value analysis
• Six sigma

Medium

Flexibility
• Production modules
• Production lines
• Costumer orientation
• Organisation and management

Medium

Digitisation
• Production
• Product real-time monitoring
• Integration/interoperability of virtual and physical data

Medium

Networking
• Enterprise management
• Design processes
• Manufacturing
• Logistics
• Product services

Low

Smart application
• Products
• Businesses
• Design decisions
• Manufacturing decisions
• Production modules
• Production system

Low

Industry 4.0

Source: AVIC, MERICS
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Still a long way to go for Industry 3.0 and Industry 4.0
Qualitative assessment of the development status of industrial production in the Chinese aircraft
manufacturing industry based on study by AVIC engineers

Chapter 4

Success depends on efficient policy implementation
For the hopefuls, the success or failure of the policy initiative will have the biggest impact. These
companies are at a decisive point in time: Good policy implementation can turn them into frontrunners of smart manufacturing in the medium term. But bad policy implementation may lead
them down the wrong path and eventually discourage them from using smart manufacturing
technology effectively. As local governments mobilise the most funding, the effectiveness of various local policies will play a critical role. Local governments in wealthy coastal areas are especially
vehement promoters: coastal provinces in the east and the south use about half of all the industrial robots in China.29 Guangdong alone now accounts for 15 per cent of China’s installed robot
stock.30
The long-term challenge for policy makers is not only to provide incentives to the hopefuls
to modernise their production processes but also to make them understand that upgrading their
facilities is in their own best interest. Industrial policy can help these enterprises to get out of the
starting blocks but eventually the firms have to discover for themselves that investing in modern
facilities can increase productivity and reduce costs. For instance, a supplier might realise that
investment in automation technology helps to fulfill quality requirements set by international
OEMs. The high quality standards set by international smartphone companies are a case in point:
They have already led to a highly automated supply chain for smartphone parts in China.
Policy weaknesses create many pitfalls
Identifying such business interests will be especially difficult for state-owned enterprises. The
ambitions of Made in China 2025 to rapidly reach the most advanced level of production technology run the risk of leading to projects that look impressive but fail to address the challenges faced
by companies that lack the necessary prerequisites. For instance, Changhe, a subsidiary of AVIC,
has built a futuristic factory that is too advanced to match the current level of the company’s
production technology. Sany CEO Tan Xiuguo once said, “even if they [the Europeans] sell us their
technology, it is not for granted that Chinese enterprises can actually use them”.31
If the strategy’s weaknesses are not addressed, many hopefuls will not see the policy’s benefits: should their pilot projects run into difficulties, these companies lose their willingness to
invest in modern production lines without further government support. The top-down approach
can thus deter companies from upgrading to smart manufacturing technologies. For example,
some enterprises have already de-installed industrial robots when it turned out that the new
equipment was either too costly or too complicated for them to operate. Similarly, introducing
new industrial software is a lengthy, time-consuming process that requires intensive training of
employees.32

As local
governments
mobilise the
most funding,
the effectiveness of various
local policies
will play a
critical role.

4.3 LATECOMERS: LOSING OUT IN THE YEARS AHEAD
The latecomers have made the least progress in upgrading, having installed only basic electrified
and automated devices at most. This is the largest part of Chinese industry, including especially
small and medium private enterprises, but also larger private and many state-owned companies.
They will not make significant progress towards smart manufacturing in the next five years.
The latecomers lack the incentives to upgrade industrial production. The employment of
cheap labour and the massive production of low-cost products still serves as a successful business model. However, even as the pressure to automate and digitise production increases, there
are several barriers to upgrading.
The old generation of management, which has been in place since the 1980s, pays little
attention to the quality of equipment and is not convinced of the benefits of upgrading. Limited
funds and low profit margins make the latecomers very reluctant to spend money on equipment
that does not guarantee a return on investment within one or two years. Instead of investing in
their own facilities, many entrepreneurs prefer to invest in the booming real estate market as this
promises higher profits.
In contrast to the hopefuls, the latecomers do not feel encouraged by China’s industrial policy
to upgrade to smart manufacturing technologies. While Made in China 2025 has set in motion
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China’s industry
will continue to
develop at different speeds.

extensive funding efforts, the programme fails to reach a large part of Chinese industry: most
latecomers receive only marginal support or none at all.
In the years to come, these companies are likely to experience diminishing influence on domestic and international markets. They cannot compete with enterprises from industrial countries. As soon as wages rise substantially in China, they will also become weaker in comparison to
enterprises in developing countries. Many of them will survive by continuing to focus on low value
and low quality products, which are still in high demand in China. Other industrial areas that require
no or limited automation will also continue as before – the decision not to upgrade to smart manufacturing will not have any negative consequences for these companies.
China’s industry will develop at different speeds: on the one hand, there are the latecomers
that are trailing behind in industrial modernisation, on the other hand there is the small but growing number of frontrunners and successful hopefuls. This second group of manufacturers will
come to the fore, compete in international high-tech markets and change the structure of these
markets. Meanwhile, the Chinese government hopes that it can create a similar trajectory for suppliers of smart manufacturing technology – as the next chapter will show.
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5. Chinese tech suppliers: lagging behind but rising
KEY FINDINGS
	Several Chinese tech suppliers will be
propelled forward by China’s smart
manufacturing initiative. They will
bridge the technology gap and become
serious domestic and international
competitors in fields such as robotics,
industrial software and 3D printing.
	The pace and degree to which
Chinese tech suppliers will become
competitive depends largely on the
effectiveness of the initiated policy
activities.
	A significant technology gap still exists.
Accordingly, foreign suppliers currently
greatly benefit from China’s smart man-

ufacturing boom. However, they need to
be prepared to see their market opportunities and shares dwindle swiftly
within the next ten years.
	The pace of technological catch-up and
intensifying competition varies markedly
by technology. The competitiveness of
Chinese companies will develop more
rapidly in some areas than in others.
	The Chinese ambitions will lead to an
increase of technology-seeking FDI
and knowledge acquisitions. Chinese
enterprises, spurred by political targets,
support and incentives, will seek to
accelerate their technological catch-up
through strategic technology investments abroad.

International suppliers of smart manufacturing technologies are currently in a gold-rush
Tech suppliers are enterprises that promood in China. China’s industry has a huge
vide technologies and services necesdemand for high-end machine tools, smart
sary for realising automation, digitisasensors and other technology. However, the
tion and smart manufacturing. These
less-advanced Chinese suppliers are unable
technologies include, for instance, CNC
to provide the technologies for this sudden
machines, industrial software, (smart)
boom in a short time. For the time being,
sensors, industrial robots and RFID. The
China depends on foreign supply to push its
Chinese definition of smart manufactursmart manufacturing revolution forward.
ing also encompasses 3D printing and
Yet some of the Chinese tech suppliers
industrial e-commerce.
are already well out of the starting blocks.
They will become competitive in individual
segments of the Chinese market much faster
than the status quo would suggest. Subsequently, the gold rush for foreign suppliers will end
sooner than expected. Three pertinent case studies at the end of this chapter will illustrate these
insights with regard to industrial robots, 3D printing and industrial software.

China
depends on
foreign
supply to push
its smart
manufacturing
revolution
forward.

5.1 STATUS-QUO: DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY
Chinese tech suppliers for manufacturing are basically well suited for the Chinese market: their
focuses and strengths are low-tech and low-price products. The functionality of Chinese industrial software is, for instance, not as broad or complex as comparable foreign software solutions.
This fits well with the needs of Chinese small and medium enterprises, who cannot afford the
expensive international products and are satisfied with simple software. Furthermore, Chinese
tech suppliers have an in-depth understanding of the specific needs of Chinese consumers and
develop solutions adapted specifically for the Chinese market.
However, China’s suppliers do not possess the technological abilities to realise the ambitions of Made in China 2025 to catapult industry into the age of smart manufacturing in very
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short time. China has no choice but to rely on foreign technology to upgrade its industry. The
technological gap between foreign and Chinese suppliers is vast. In many cases, there is no serious Chinese alternative to foreign advanced production technology in high-end sectors. Even if
Chinese enterprises do offer products in these sectors, they have to rely largely on foreign core
components. The market shares of Chinese suppliers of smart manufacturing technologies are at
a low level (see case studies below).

5.2 P
 OLITICAL GOALS AND INSTRUMENTS: MAKING CHINESE TECH SUPPLIERS DOMINANT IN CHINA
The Chinese government aims to close the technology gap between Chinese and foreign suppliers
and to substitute foreign with Chinese technology by 2025. The government puts all necessary
political and financial resources into making Chinese tech suppliers dominant in politically selected
industries like robots and high-end machine tools. The envisioned market shares for Chinese products and brands in the “Made in China 2025 Key Area Technology Roadmap” demonstrate the ambitious political goal of reducing the market share of international technology suppliers (Figure 10).
The implementation of Made in China 2025 will largely determine the pace and degree to
which Chinese tech suppliers can become competitive. The same logic applies to manufacturers
using smart manufacturing technologies in China. Over the coming years until 2025, China’s policy
makers will increasingly intervene in the market to achieve these goals. The Chinese government
will use the whole array of innovation and industrial policy instruments mentioned in chapter 3 to
enhance the competitiveness of Chinese suppliers in politically selected industries.
Figure 10

Made in China 2025: replacing foreign smart manufacturing technology
Goals for the domestic market share of various Chinese smart manufacturing products (in per cent)
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R&D funding
The Chinese leadership channels substantial funds into the research and development of smart
manufacturing.33 The state research and development (R&D) activities focus especially on immature technologies that still await large-scale commercialisation. For instance, between 2014
and 2016, the Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) launched 51 basic and applied science
projects for 3D printing, 41 for cloud computing and big data, 5 for sensors and 16 for robotics.
Because of the special importance of robotics, the Chinese government also uses industrial policy
instruments such as subsidies to robot makers and buyers to promote technological development.
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Capital injections for Chinese companies
The national and local governments nurture tech suppliers with generous state support. This
includes, for instance, tax rebates for high-tech enterprises and for software developers.34
There are also huge direct capital injections from government funds and innovation parks. The
reported subsidies to tech suppliers can make up a significant share of their operational revenue:
1 to 6 per cent for some software developers (Figure 11). Measured in relation to their revenue, the
subsidies for many tech suppliers have increased in recent years.
Figure 11

China’s tech suppliers receive generous subsidies
Size of reported government subsidies as percentage of total operational revenue in selected enterprises
for robotics, industrial software and digitised machine tools
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The considerable government aid is intended to build a strong Chinese smart manufacturing industry. This creates fast developing, dynamic markets with many new players. However, the generous subsidies and corresponding market distortions are also likely to create significant problems
for the development of tech suppliers. As demonstrated in chapter 3, the campaign-style policy
and massive central and local government funding run the risk of causing misallocation, overcapacities and a supply surplus.
Discrimination against foreign enterprises
Industrial policy in China often entails measures to discriminate against foreign enterprises. The
national and local governments restrict access to public procurement and limit the possibility of
inbound foreign-direct investment. For instance, the official classification of “secure and controllable” ICT products keeps foreign products out of many areas. These measures are not yet as
pronounced in smart manufacturing as Chinese tech suppliers are still too backward to benefit
from national protectionism. However, it is very likely that the Chinese government will intensify
measures to protect Chinese suppliers from foreign competition in these technology areas as
soon as Chinese enterprises have a real chance to challenge the market dominance of foreign
tech suppliers (see chapter 6).
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5.3 FAST TECHNOLOGICAL CATCH-UP
Government support through Made in China 2025 and previous policy initiatives has delivered
the first visible results. Patenting activity (including patents, industrial designs and utility models) shows that China will contribute important innovations in the most advanced technologies
for smart manufacturing in the coming years. The number of Chinese patents for Industry 4.0
related technologies has grown very rapidly since 2006 (Figure 12). Patent applications in China
surpassed those in the U.S. in 2011.
Chinese innovation activities are particularly strong in technology fields with high political
support: traditional industrial robots, wireless sensor networks and smart sensors. In contrast,
Chinese innovation activities are weaker in cloud computing and big data, advanced robots and
information security (Figure 13).
Figure 12

Increasing innovation in Industry 4.0 in China
Patent families (priority applications) for Industry 4.0 technologies at national patent offices (2006-2016)
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Source: Fraunhofer IAO35

Figure 13

China’s innovation in Industry 4.0 focuses on robots, industrial communication and sensors
National patent families (priority applications) by technology (process and use patents not included)
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The area in which China has the largest innovation potential is the development of use cases for
smart manufacturing. Chinese enterprises are very creative about identifying business cases and
deploying new technological innovations. The patent data clearly reflects this ability: patent applications for use cases account for nearly half of Chinese patent applications, compared to only
roughly 20 per cent in the United States and Germany.
Chinese patent data for Industry 4.0 seems impressive. However, the number of applications
allows only limited conclusions about the innovativeness. In general there is a huge number of
low-quality patent publications in China, partly due to a dysfunctional government policy that rewards the registration of patents regardless of their quality. In addition, many patent applications
for Industry 4.0 components in China seem to be lower quality than those in the United States or
Germany, and their acceptance rate is also significantly lower.

5.4 STRONG INCREASE IN INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION NECESSARY
The innovation capacities of Chinese tech suppliers will increase in the coming years. However,
Chinese enterprises and the government see the technology transfer from abroad as an important way to accelerate technological progress and to achieve the ambitious political goals. The
need for the acquisition of foreign knowledge will presumably be most apparent where the gap
between political ambition and domestic technological ability is the widest. In these areas enterprises will receive political support for acquisitions overseas. Robots, robot core components,
semiconductors and high-end machine tools will be the foci of international know-how accumulation by Chinese companies until 2025.
There are many mechanisms and processes facilitating technology transfer. These include,
for instance, technology spill-overs from inward-directed investments into China by foreign companies, cooperation with foreign companies and recruitment of foreign R&D personnel. A trend
that is increasingly emerging is technology-seeking outbound investment into industrial countries
by Chinese investors. The construction of R&D centres in industrial countries and the acquisition
of foreign technology leaders can lead to absorption of essential knowledge and technology from
abroad. Chinese investments in Europe’s high-tech industries and the smart manufacturing industry have grown rapidly in recent years (see chapter 6).36

China sees
the technology
transfer from
abroad as an
important way
to accelerate
technological
progress.

5.5 CONCLUSION
The case studies of China’s smart manufacturing industry (see below) illustrate that Chinese suppliers are still significantly less advanced (Table 6). However, a number of Chinese enterprises will
become serious competitors in technologies such as industrial software, robotics and 3D printing.
The formidable market position of foreign enterprises in China will gradually diminish in the next
ten years. Chinese production technology will eventually replace foreign technology.
The pace and extent of change will be decided by the effectiveness of policy measures, but
also by the specific characteristics of the various technologies. The case studies below show,
for example, that Chinese enterprises in 3D printing will catch up much faster than in robotics. In
spite of the technology gap, however, Chinese robotics firms will become competitive faster than
Chinese industrial software developers. This is due to the high cost of switching from existing
foreign software systems, which are deeply integrated with the enterprises’ processes, to new
Chinese software.
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Table 6

Technology catch-up varies between technologies
Characteristics of technology gap and development for industrial robotics, industrial software and 3D printing
Industrial robots

Industrial software

3D printing

Technological maturity

High

High

Low

Technology gap

High

High

Medium

Foreign market dominance

High

High

Medium

Very High

High

Medium

Medium

Low

High

High

Medium

Medium

Policy support
Prospects for catch-up

© MERICS

Scope of international technology acquisition
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CASE STUDY 1: INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
Political support and public focus on robotics are stronger than for any other manufacturing technology. The enthusiasm for smart manufacturing is particularly well reflected in the rapid market
growth for industrial robots: with 66,000 shipped robots in 2015, China is the biggest robot market worldwide. Demand could reach 160,000 units by 2019 (Figure 14).
Figure 14
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Market shares and technology gap
The technological abilities of Chinese robot makers lag far behind those of leading foreign enterprises. Chinese suppliers cannot provide competitive high-performance robots such as six-axis
and welding robots. To make things worse, the robots that Chinese enterprises can produce greatly depend on critical core components from abroad like gear reducers, servo motors and controllers
(Figure 15). These account for more than 70 per cent of the production price of an industrial robot.
In the most sophisticated area of robotics, in programming, Chinese enterprises have developed
only very basic skills. The market structure clearly shows the technology gap: ABB, Fanuc, Kuka
and Yaskawa visibly control the market, with a market share of roughly 70 per cent. For high-performance robots, the market share of international brands is as high as 90 per cent.
Chinese strengths
Chinese robotic manufacturers have been able to develop basic technological skills. Among the
leading enterprises are Siasun, Guangzhou Shukong, Harbin Boshi, Estun and Effort. However, the
technological catch-up process has so far only focused on the low-end sector, such as loading
robots and adapting foreign robots to Chinese customers’ needs. Due to the progress in these
areas, Chinese robot manufacturers raised their market share from less than 5 per cent in 2010 to
about 30 per cent in 2015.
Political support
The central government shows extraordinarily high ambitions for the development of the Chinese
robotics industry: Chinese robot makers are supposed to reach a domestic market share of 80 per
cent by 2025, according to the “Made in China 2025 Key Area Technology Roadmap”. For sophisticated core components, the target is 70 per cent by 2025.
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Figure 15

Chinese robot manufacturers depend on foreign suppliers for key components
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To realise these ambitions, the government will again intensify its political incentives and funding mechanisms in the robot industry in the years to come. As chapter 3 has shown, central and
local governments boosted their financial support to the robotics industry and users of robots.
Without government support, Estun, for instance, would have incurred losses in 2015.37 Many
local governments support the purchase of robots with subsidies of between 15 and 30 per cent
of the sale price.38 In some cases, combined subsidies for producers and users add up to 100 per
cent of the price.39
The huge political support could also backfire. There is a high danger of subsidy glut and
overcapacities, especially in robotics. China will have a robotics industry valued at 716 billion
CNY by 2020 or perhaps even earlier if all local targets for robot manufacturing industries are
achieved.40 In contrast, the MIIT estimates that the market size may only reach 100 billion CNY for
industrial robots and 30 billion CNY for service robots by 2020. Other experts predict a market
size of 200 billion by 2020. By 2025, it may reach 600 billion according to the China Robotic
Industry Alliance.41
The state’s subsidy glut has led to a tremendous increase in the number of Chinese robot
companies. More than 800 Chinese robot companies are registered in China, approximately half of
them in 2015. The majority of these companies have not yet reached the stage of mass production. Many of them just serve as rent-seeking vehicles to receive government subsidies and do
not make any profit.
International cooperation
Even with massive state investment, Chinese robot manufacturers will have difficulty catching
up in the next decade. To take a shortcut in technological progress, Chinese robot makers acquire
foreign knowledge and technology. This is more apparent in robotics than in other smart manufacturing technologies. Foreign direct investment by Chinese flagship companies is rising fast.
Midea’s acquisition of the German robot company Kuka is only the most prominent case. In another example, the Chinese robot company Wanfeng bought the United States robotics firm Paslin
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in April 2016. Already in early 2015, Effort acquired the Italian robot company CMA Robotics and
opened an R&D centre in Italy. China’s market leader Siasun acquired a vocational training centre
in eastern Germany.
Outlook
The success of foreign robot manufacturers in China will be significantly diminished by 2025.
A number of China’s leading robot makers will be ready to seize foreigners’ market shares: the
combination of political support and foreign knowledge acquisition will enable them to provide
cutting-edge technology. The dominance of Chinese enterprises will at first become more and
more evident in the lower and middle sectors of the market. With a certain time lag, Chinese enterprises will also increasingly manage to provide sophisticated six-axis robots, welding robots and
core components. An area in which foreign robot makers could maintain a considerable advantage
is intelligent robots for machine-human interaction. Chinese robot makers will rapidly catch up in
robotic hardware, but will have more difficulties in robot programming. The rapidly growing market
raises hope for foreigners that the number of units sold will remain high even if their market share
drops.
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CASE STUDY 2: INDUSTRIAL SOFTWARE, CLOUD COMPUTING AND BIG DATA
The growth rate of China’s industrial software market in the last five years has been 17.5 per cent,
well above the world average of 5.5 per cent (Figure 16).42 This growth concentrates mainly on
basic digitisation such as the installation of ERP and MES systems (Industry 3.0). While China is
still catching up with Industry 3.0, industrial software solutions that integrate cloud and big data
services are gaining in importance on the Chinese market.
Figure 16

Huge demand for industrial software
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Market shares and technology gap
Similar to industrial robotics, Chinese industrial software is also much less sophisticated than
the products of SAP, Oracle and other foreign developers. Especially when it comes to complex
software platforms for large corporations with international activities, the foreign products are
unrivaled. This is obvious with regard to advanced IT solutions such as integrated cloud services
and big data analysis. Consequently, the high-end segment of the industrial software market is
dominated by international software providers. The top foreign developers account for more than
60 per cent of the generated value in the ERP market.
Chinese strengths
The ERP and MES products of Chinese software developers like Yonyou, Kingdee and Digiwin
have made significant progress in terms of functionality and sophistication in recent years. The
advantage of their software is that it is cheap and rather easy to use. A Chinese ERP software
solution costs only a fraction of the price of an SAP ERP product.43 This fits quite well with the
needs of private small and medium enterprises, but also with state-owned companies. With a
good understanding of the specific needs and user-interface preferences of Chinese users, they
can deliver tailored products to Chinese SMEs. Chinese enterprises also begin to focus their strategies on new, integrated software solutions and try to develop Industry 4.0 products that cater
to the needs of Chinese companies.44 Leading internet enterprises like Alibaba and Tencent also
increasingly offer industrial applications, especially in e-commerce and cloud computing.45
Political support
As in robotics, Made in China 2025-related documents seek to increase the share of Chinese
software in the domestic market. However, political support for China’s industrial software is less
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visible than for robotics. The instruments are similar but have a lower scale than in robotics. These
include tax relief, direct subsidies and incentives for local software parks.46
The government has not yet implemented extensive measures specifically aimed at limiting market access for foreign industrial software, although there are some restrictions for cloud
computing and encryption software that can also affect the application of industrial software. So
far, the government has deployed only a “soft” approach to technology nationalism. In 2016, the
MIIT headed a series of events for Chinese software user and supplier companies to strengthen
their exchange and to accelerate the application of home-grown software solutions in Chinese
companies.47
However, the Chinese government will increase protective measures if Chinese software
comes close to reaching the same technological level as foreign competitors. Political interference
will aim to provide an additional push for Chinese brands. Chinese industrial software companies
are already lobbying for more governmental support, for instance through exclusive government
procurement of Chinese solutions or through more systematic and reliable financial support.48
Outlook
Chinese software developers will increasingly be able to provide complex software solutions.
Even if the Chinese enterprises do not reach the same level of sophistication as foreign competitors, they will increasingly be able to provide tailored solutions for large Chinese corporations. The
growing group of hopefuls will become especially important customers for them.
However, technology substitution will not proceed as quickly as in robotics. The reason for
this is neither the lower level of political support nor the lower technological level, but technology lock-in. Chinese software providers frequently point to international providers restricting the
compatibility of their products with other international software solutions. In fact, lock-in effects
are strong for industrial software: once a company has implemented and integrated a certain solution into its organisational culture, it is very costly and time consuming to replace the software
system with an alternative product. Although the majority of China’s large companies consider
using Chinese software solutions, they often end up using software from well-known and more
popular international brands.49
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CASE STUDY 3: 3D PRINTING
Many definitions of Industry 4.0 do not include 3D printing. However, similar to networked production, additive manufacturing is a very promising technology with the potential to revolutionise industrial production and many other fields such as medicine. Different from industrial software and
robotics, 3D printing is a relatively immature technology. It is only at the early stage of commercialisation and the formation of a market. The industrial applications for 3D printing are currently
limited to the manufacture of prototypes, spare parts and special parts. China’s entire market for
3D printers, including industrial and non-industrial uses, has doubled annually for the last six years
and a market value of 20 billion CNY is predicted for 2018 (Figure 17).50 Within the next 5 to 10
years, China will become the biggest market for 3D printing worldwide.51
Figure 17

Huge growth potential of 3D printing in China
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Technology gap and market shares
When it comes to industrial 3D printing, Chinese enterprises are less advanced than foreign
competitors. Core components for industrial printers and high-end printing materials such as
resin, ceramic and polymer powder are mostly imported from foreign suppliers.52 This situation
is mirrored in China’s corporate landscape. Even though about 200 new enterprises have surfaced in the dynamic 3D printing market, only about ten currently work on developing 3D metal
printers.53
The slightly backward position of Chinese enterprises is, however, not as obvious as in robotics and industrial software. As the technology is rather immature, international players are not yet
as dominant as in other industries. Innovations for industrial applications can still rearrange the
market structure profoundly and suddenly.
Chinese strengths
Despite a certain backwardness, Chinese enterprises are close to catching up to the international
advanced level in industrial 3D printing. In contrast to robotics and industrial software, Chinese
enterprises do not focus primarily on low-cost solutions and adaptation to Chinese customers’
demands. Instead, Chinese companies have already built up some competitiveness in certain areas. This includes printing methods like selective laser sintering (SLS) and selective beam melting
(SBM)54 that use aluminium alloys, materials suitable for the aerospace industry due to their lightness and resistance to corrosion.
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Chinese research institutions and enterprises are already among the global leaders in non-industrial uses for 3D printers. Chinese 3D printers for private consumers and for bio-printing are very
advanced. Ground-breaking achievements by Chinese companies and research institutes in 3D
printed body organs and tissue, housing structures and automobiles are regularly reported in the
news.55
Political support
The emerging industry of professional 3D printing is mainly government-driven.56 Compared to
robotics and industrial software, however, government support for industrial 3D printing is less
apparent and focuses more on R&D than on commercialisation. In 2013, the Ministry of Science
and Technology (MoST) identified it as a core future technology in its 863 plan.57 In February
2015, the MIIT, the NDRC and the Ministry of Finance jointly issued the first national development
plan to promote additive manufacturing,58 leading to a massive expansion in the field. In 2016,
the central government pledged a total of more than 400 million CNY in funding for several R&D
projects for 3D printing over four to five years.59 Government programmes especially emphasise
aviation and metal printing as key areas. Government support will increase over the coming years
as the technology becomes more mature.
International cooperation
Several Chinese 3D printing companies have started to cooperate with foreign counterparts. They
are less focused on acquisitions than the robotics industry. The Chinese 3D printing manufacturer
Kangshuo built a joint venture with the U.S. company Solidscape. The Chinese company Meimai
cooperates with the German industrial 3D printing company Voxeljet.60 Hangzhou Shining put itself on the map of 3D bio printing in 2015 by acquiring intellectual property rights for a 3D printer
for liver samples and by expanding into the field of high-quality materials.61
Outlook
It is very likely that Chinese 3D printing companies will quickly emerge as important market players domestically and globally, faster than in other advanced production technologies. This is due
to the dynamic development of the immature technology and increasing government support.
There are several frontrunners likely to emerge as important global players: the most promising are Beijing Tiertime, Farsoon and Zhuhai CTC Electronic. The Hunan-based Farsoon, for
instance, produces SLS machines that are the first industrial printers with Chinese technology
to compete on the European market.62 The company also provides printing material for SLS and
recently collaborated with German chemical producer BASF on developing a new high-performing
material.63
Another game changer will be Zhuhai CTC Electronic. With the backing of Zhuhai city, CTC
built China’s largest factory for 3D printers and recently launched two lines of industrial printers,
including 3D metal printing.64 While companies in industrial countries own most patents for metal printers, CTC has become the first Chinese firm to develop its own proprietary metal printing
technology.65
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6. Implications for industrial countries
KEY FINDINGS
	China’s industrial policy will have an
enormous impact on many industrial
countries. Countries in which high-tech
industries contribute a large share to
the industrial output are most exposed
to Made in China 2025.
	Following the current gold-rush period
for foreign businesses in China, China’s
industrial agenda will negatively impact
foreign tech suppliers and manufacturers in the years ahead.
	The Chinese state promotes investment
in leading foreign technology enterprises with the aim of systematically
acquiring cutting-edge technology
and generating large-scale technology

Chinese smart
manufacturing
users and
suppliers will
contest the
market positions
of established
international
enterprises.

transfer. It is a realistic scenario that
the widespread technology absorption
by China will contribute to the erosion
of industrial countries’ technological
leadership in specific industries.
	At the moment, China is still a relatively
open market for greenfield investment
of foreign tech suppliers in smart
manufacturing. However, if protectionist measures increase, they will pose a
serious long-term risk to foreign tech
suppliers.
	The Chinese government’s tight control
of cyberspace affects the use of digital
business applications, hinders the
transfer of data and exposes sensitive
business information to the grasp of the
state.

China’s high ambitions and extensive political support for the manufacturing sector will reshape
global competition structures. Despite the weaknesses of China’s top-down policy, a group of
Chinese companies will be able to utilise the political support effectively and significantly boost
their competitiveness. And these emerging companies will continue to enjoy intense state support. The Chinese state will seek to shield their activities from international competition at home
and to support their engagement on global markets politically as well as financially. The global
competitive playing field will be effectively tilted by Chinese industrial policy.
This poses a number of fundamental challenges to industrial countries and international
enterprises. China’s industrial policy aims at technological leadership in industries that currently
represent the foundation of these countries economic growth. In the near future, Chinese smart
manufacturing users and suppliers will contest the market positions of established international
enterprises both within and outside China.

6.1 I NDUSTRIAL POLICY MEASURES CHALLENGE FOREIGN COMPANIES
As the previous chapters have shown, Chinese industrial policy uses a broad mix of traditional
instruments to protect Chinese companies from international competition. This includes market
access restrictions for international companies as well as subsidies and public procurement regulations favouring Chinese enterprises. These instruments are increasingly complemented by a
set of nuanced policy measures tailored to the technical and regulatory specifics of smart manufacturing.
Four types of policy interventions will present a particular challenge to foreign enterprises and governments: state-driven outbound foreign direct investment in high-tech industries,
state-controlled data flows, market access restrictions and China’s strategic use of standardisation.
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CHALLENGE 1: TECHNOLOGICAL HOLLOWING OUT BY STATE-DRIVEN FDI
The rapidly growing inflow of Chinese FDI into Europe and the United States has broadly positive
effects on the host countries. Many acquired enterprises benefit significantly from the inflow of
capital and welcome potential opportunities to better develop their business in China. The managers of many enterprises report that they have retained independent decision making after the
acquisitions.
However, this overall positive impression is overshadowed by a newly emerging trend: strategic and technology-seeking FDI guided and supported by the state. The Chinese state promotes
investment in leading foreign technology enterprises with the aim of systematically acquiring
cutting-edge technology and generating large-scale technology transfer. Since state-led FDI in
high-tech sectors is a new phenomenon, its full extent and precise effects are not yet entirely
clear. But it is a realistic scenario that the widespread technology absorption by China will contribute to the erosion of industrial countries’ technological leadership in specific industries.
China’s “going out” policy emphasises international investment as a critical step towards
building Chinese champions with global influence. There are strong indications that the absorption of advanced technology is an increasingly prevalent motive for the state’s push for outbound
FDI. From this perspective, Made in China 2025 can be read as a grand strategy for technology-seeking investment.
Figure 18

The state hides behind investment management companies
Ownership relations of Beijing JAC Capital Ltd., investor in NXP’s RF power business in 2015
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Table 7

Date

Chinese Investor

Foreign Target

Country

Share

Dec 2013

AVIC*

KHD Humboldz Wedag

Germany

79%

Jun 2014

Preh (Subsidiary of Joyson
Electronics)

IMA Automation

Germany

100%

Dec 2014

Wolong Electric

SIR Solutions Industriali

Italy

89%

Jan 2015

Huachangda Intelligent Equip.
(HCD)

Shanghai DEMC/ Dearborn
Mid-West Company (DMW)

United
States

100%

Jan 2016

ChemChina*

KraussMaffei machine tools

Germany

100%

Mar 2016

Siasun*

Teutloff

Germany

100%

Apr 2016

Wanfeng

Paslin

United
States

100%

Apr 2016

AVIC*

Aritex

Spain

95%

Apr 2016
(announced)

Wuxi Lead Intelligent Equipment
Co.

JOT Automation

Finland

100%

May 2016

Shanghai Electric*

Manz

Germany

19,67%

May 2016

Dongfang Precision

EDF EUROPE S.R.L.

Italy

100%

Jun 2016

Agic Capital

Gimatic

Italy

N/A

Aug 2016

Shanggong Group

H. Stoll

Germany

26%

Aug 2016

Midea

Kuka

Germany

94,5%

Oct 2016

Shanghai Electric*

Broetje Automation

Germany

100%

Withdrawn

FGC Investment

Aixtron

Germany

N/A

Notes: * = State-owned enterprises (share of state institutions >50%)
Source: MERICS research
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Growing number of acquisitions of foreign tech suppliers
Investment by Chinese enterprises in foreign companies specialising in automation and digitisation of
industrial production

The Chinese leadership’s increasing interest in technology-seeking FDI is apparent from the
discourse in Beijing policy circles: Ding Wenwu, head of the Electronic Information Technology
Department of the MIIT and the National IC Fund, which actively invests abroad, said that “international acquisitions are often also an opportunity to attract foreign talent and to acquire technology”.66 Wang Xiaohong, a researcher at the government-based China Center for International
Economic Exchanges, stated that investment in Europe is especially suitable when seeking to
“acquire global advanced technology and create spill-over effects”.67
The ambitions of the Chinese state become visible through its actions: Chinese FDI in hightech industries with direct or indirect links to state entities has significantly increased in recent
years. Since Made in China 2025 was released in 2015, investment in European smart manufacturing suppliers by Chinese state-owned enterprises as well as by private enterprises partially
supported with state capital has risen rapidly (Table 7). The quest for foreign technology at times
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even targets entire industries: for instance, almost all of the large semiconductor enterprises in
the United States have received investment offers from Chinese state actors.
Sovereign investment funds and governmental investment management companies play
an increasing role in high-tech FDI. While these funds and their management often present
themselves as private enterprises, the state’s active role is concealed behind an opaque network
of ownership and funding structures. The State Council and local governments primarily use
these funds and the expertise of private managers to make subsidies to Chinese enterprises
more efficient. These funds are now becoming increasingly active with regard to investment in
overseas markets. Examples of such funds and investment vehicles are the National IC Fund and
the China Investment Corporation and its subordinate funds. One example of an investment by
a Chinese state-owned investment corporation is the acquisition of the radio frequency power
business of Dutch semiconductor enterprise NXP by JAC Capital Ltd., of which an investment
vehicle of the State Council owns 51 per cent (Figure 18). The China Investment Corporation also
contributed 550 million USD to the Asia-Germany Industrial Promotion Capital (AGIC), a private
Chinese-owned investment fund based in Germany targeting investment in European Industry
4.0 enterprises.68
It is very likely that state-led FDI aiming at technology absorption will further increase in the
coming years. With regard to smart manufacturing, the newly created Advanced Manufacturing
Fund will probably also make investments abroad.
Figure 19
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A hollowing out
of the technological leadership of industrial
countries in
pillar industries
is possible.

As technology-seeking state-led FDI becomes more pronounced, it creates a serious challenge for
industrial countries. Regardless of the implications for national security and geopolitical considerations, this kind of investment could undermine their technological leadership in several high-tech
industries. Large-scale investment in industries such as smart manufacturing equipment potentially opens the door for systematic technology transfer: with a certain time lag, state-driven
FDI in high-tech enterprises is likely to cause an absorption of knowledge, talent and patents by
Chinese enterprises.
If Chinese enterprises prove capable of using this technology effectively, a hollowing out of
the technological leadership of industrial countries in pillar industries is possible. The duplication
and transfer of technology from Europe or the United States to China is a realistic scenario. An
example is the takeover of the American permanent magnet manufacturer Magnequench in the
late 1990s by the state-owned enterprises China National Non-Ferrous Metals Import and Export
Corporation and San Huan New Material, a subsidiary of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. After
the Chinese investors had taken over Magnequench, they duplicated the production facility in
China and closed down the site in the United States. In part due to this acquisition, China emerged
as the largest manufacturer of permanent magnets worldwide, whereas there is no longer any
significant production of these critical high-tech components in the U.S.69

RECENT CONTROVERSIES OVER CHINESE HIGH-TECH INVESTMENT IN EUROPE
Midea and Kuka
Two recent bids for high-tech enterprises ignited a controversial debate about Chinese
FDI within political and economic circles in Europe. The first was the bid that led to the
acquisition of robot maker Kuka by the Chinese electrical appliance manufacturer Midea.
Kuka is a German flagship enterprise for Industry 4.0 technology. Although Midea promised
not to transfer Kuka’s intellectual property rights until 2023, it is likely that the enterprise’s
knowledge and abilities will be transferred to Midea in the long term.
From a national strategic perspective, a transfer of knowledge from Kuka to Midea
will harm Germany’s position in the robotics industry. However, from a business perspective the Midea-Kuka deal represents a rather unproblematic form of investment: Midea is a
mostly privately-owned company that purportedly financed the deal privately.
Fujian Grand Chip Investment and Aixtron
The failed attempt by Fujian Grand Chip Investment (FGC) to take over the German machine maker Aixtron is a much more complex case (Figure 19).70 Aixtron is one of two global producers of machines required to produce semiconductors for photovoltaics and LEDs,
among other applications. The owner of FGC is a private businessperson, Liu Zhendong.
However, the opaque network of ostensibly private investors of FGC actually conceals the
Chinese state as an important investor and lender: the central government-controlled Sino
IC Leasing, a subsidiary of the National IC Fund, offered to provide a loan of 500 million
EUR to make the deal possible.71 The other state actor involved is Xiamen Bohao Investment, an investment enterprise owned by the city government of Xiamen.
Even more alarming is the fact that Aixtron was faced with a tumbling share price
after the Fujian-based San’an Optoelectronics cancelled a large order of machines in late
2015. Aixtron had already incurred big losses before, but this cancellation was the final
trigger that caused the enterprise to seek a new investor. Some facts point to a close relationship between the customer San’an and the potential investors FGC and the National
IC Fund. The parent company of San’an Optoelectronics, the San’an group, owns shares in
Sino IC Leasing. Moreover, San’an Optoelectronics previously received a National IC fund investment of 9 per cent. Xiamen Bohao Investment also previously bought bonds of San’an.
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CHALLENGE 2: DATA AND CYBER REGULATIONS PUT MANUFACTURERS’ INDUSTRIAL
DATA AT RISK
Smart manufacturing relies heavily on the generation, transmission and storage of sensitive
business and production data. Accordingly, the integrity and safety of data flows is key to the
operation of smart manufacturing processes. In this respect, China provides a very unfavourable
digital environment for foreign enterprises. The Chinese government’s tight control of cyberspace
affects the use of digital business applications, hinders the transfer of data and exposes sensitive
business information to the grasp of the state.
China has rigid written and unwritten rules and measures for cyber governance. The government sees control of data as a key instrument for protecting the predominant political role of the
party. The enormous censorship system extensively filters all digital communication. The government seeks to tightly control encryption methods and to force companies to reveal encryption
codes to the authorities. Sales or commercial use of encryption devices by foreign enterprises
have to be authorised by the Office of State Commercial Cryptography Administration (OSCCA).
Today, restrictions on the use of encryption devices are already highly problematic for foreign
companies. In practice, it is very difficult for foreign enterprises to obtain these licenses.
With the development of the Internet of Things and the broad use of smartphones, the
tracking of private information by the state is about to penetrate every aspect of social and economic life. For example, all electric vehicles in China already have to transmit position information
to Chinese government agencies every few seconds.72 The intensifying penetration of industry
by digital applications and the corresponding increase in available data is also highly likely to spur
an increase in the collection of different kinds of production data by state institutions.
These regulations and measures are very harmful to foreign business in smart manufacturing. First, foreign enterprises have to take into account that the Chinese state can have systematic access to sensitive business data, as enterprises might be required to open their systems to the
Chinese state. It is possible that government institutions will also use the obtained data to inform
Chinese companies about the knowledge and secrets of foreign competitors.
Second, enterprises have to operate in legally grey areas to protect their data. Restrictions
on the use of encryption devices force some foreign enterprises to illegally circumvent these
regulations to ensure their data is protected.
Third, the low internet speed of connections to foreign servers and the regulations on encryption render internet communication and many smart manufacturing business models ineffective. For instance, remote maintenance of machines (smart services), which involves the transmission of encrypted sensitive machine data to and from service centres outside of China, is difficult
to carry out under the current regulations.
Tight cyber governance is likely to remain in place. The new Cyber Security Law, released
in November 2016, contains a provision that customer data pertaining to critical infrastructure
should be stored and processed within China. Critical infrastructure is defined as communication
technology, energy, transport, water supply, financial services and public supply facilities. Mandatory storage of sensitive data in China entails serious security risks for the data owners. The local
storage requirement gives the Chinese state easy access to the data of international companies.
In addition, technical weaknesses in the Chinese server infrastructure increase the vulnerability
to cyber attacks.

China has rigid
written and
unwritten rules
and measures
for cyber
governance.

CHALLENGE 3: INCREASING MARKET ACCESS RESTRICTIONS FOR TECH SUPPLIERS
At the moment, China is still a relatively open market for the greenfield investments of foreign
tech suppliers into smart manufacturing. The state explicitly encourages foreign investment
into areas such as industrial robots or high-end machine tools. However, Chinese market access
regulation typically follows strategic industrial policy goals: markets are initially open to attract
foreign technology, to help technological progress and to facilitate learning from foreign enterprises. Once Chinese companies are making significant progress in closing the technology gap, the
Chinese government seeks to increase their market share by erecting barriers to foreign market
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activities. If market access regulation follows this pattern in the case of smart manufacturing, it
will pose a serious long-term risk for foreign tech suppliers.
China’s government is already closing the market for information technologies. The Multi-Level Protection Scheme, for instance, has constrained the use of foreign-produced security
applications in state institutions since 2007. After the Snowden revelations, the Chinese government tightened its restrictions for foreign information technology. E-commerce and cloud computing – software as a service (SaaS) and software as a platform (SaaP) – companies must comply
with restrictive rules in order to receive Internet Content Provider (ICP) licenses.73 As a matter of
fact, few foreign products obtain the necessary licenses. Foreign tech suppliers such as Cisco, IBM
and Qualcomm have already been hit hard by the successive closure of the IT market. As industrial
machines become more and more digitised and connected to the internet, government interference in the IT market will have a growing impact on the machinery industry.
Furthermore, foreign tech suppliers will be increasingly affected by new regulations that
certify “trustworthy products”. The rules for “secure and controllable” ICT products affect foreign
businesses in many sectors. As of today, foreign products are, for instance, not included in the
lists of cloud services labelled as trustworthy.74 For now, this has limited impact on foreign enterprises’ business opportunities. These certification systems will, however, play a role in the state’s
construction of the so-called Social Credit System (社会信用体系). Based in particular on big data
analysis, the Social Credit System is intended to rate companies depending on their economic and
social trustworthiness.75 The system is meant to regulate the market and to restrict market access, excluding those who are defined as not trustworthy based on the Chinese leadership’s rules.
If the Social Credit System is implemented successfully, it will evolve to be a powerful new tool
that restricts the business activities of foreign tech suppliers in strategically important sectors
such as industrial e-commerce and software.

CHALLENGE 4: DOMESTIC STANDARDS SUPPORT INDUSTRIAL POLICY GOALS

China is
generally willing
to harmonise
its national
standards with
international
standards.

China is generally willing to harmonise its national standards with international standards, which
would facilitate market access for foreign businesses. The ongoing reform of its standardisation
system and the revision of the Standardisation Law point to a liberalisation and internationalisation. Private actors are encouraged to set industry standards and regulators are encouraged to
collaborate with their international counterparts. There are positive examples of joint standardisation initiatives with China. Active standardisation dialogues for Industry 4.0 exist, for example,
between China and Germany. The Chinese reference architecture for smart manufacturing is very
similar to the German standardisation reference architecture for Industry 4.0 (RAMI 4.0).76 This
provides a window of opportunity to promote European standards and to facilitate market access
for foreign enterprises.
Similar to other countries, China is strengthening its efforts to influence and set international standards in order to support the export of Chinese technologies and reduce the burden
of paying royalty fees for international patents. Although this increases competition with China
in standardisation, this occurs within established international organisations. Due to the large
Chinese market for smart manufacturing, it is likely that China will become an influential force in
relevant international committees. In the case of smart manufacturing, China has already scored a
success by introducing its process and factory automation standards (WIA-PA and WIA-FA) under
the International Electrotechnical Commission.77
At the same time, China sometimes formulates national standards in strategic industries
that deliberately differ from international standards in order to impede market access for foreign
technology and to favour Chinese technology on the domestic market. Examples of Chinese national standards are the FDD-LTE standard for 4G mobile networks, the WAPI standard for wireless
networks and independent standards for electric vehicle charging stations. If such a national path
of standardisation also manifests itself in smart manufacturing, market access for foreign tech
suppliers could be considerably restricted. The standardisation reform gives more weight to enterprise-led committees in standards setting. However, it is possible that state-owned enterprises
and state-dominated associations use their increased influence to introduce standards that make
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market activities for foreign enterprises more difficult.
This specifically relates to technologies with strong data security concerns like cloud computing, industrial software and big data. It is concerning that Chinese smart manufacturing standards for key technologies show a low correlation with international standards when compared to
more basic smart manufacturing standards, which are less important for controlling a technology
(for instance, safety and management requirements) (Figure 20).
In the worst case, nationally independent standards would cut off foreign machinery makers
and software developers from the Chinese market in some strategically important technologies.
Alternatively, these enterprises would have to use the Chinese standards and pay royalty fees
for providing products using the Chinese standards in order to maintain a presence in the Chinese
market.
Figure 20
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6.2 MADE IN CHINA 2025 COULD HARM BUSINESS OF FOREIGN ENTERPRISES
Following the current gold-rush period, China’s industrial agenda will negatively impact foreign
tech suppliers and manufacturers in the years ahead, irrespective of the strategy’s ultimate level
of success. The degree of the negative impact will, however, vary substantially between different
technologies and industries and depends on the pace and effectiveness of the implementation
of Made in China 2025. Eventually, any scenario for Made in China 2025 will lead to higher competition from China and a significant decrease in business opportunities for foreign companies as
these will increasingly be affected by Chinese industrial policy (Table 8).
Tech suppliers
China’s political agenda to support smart manufacturing will greatly enhance business opportunities and create “golden years” for foreign tech suppliers at first. In a second phase after 2020,
however, the Chinese government will take steps to restrict market access as soon as Chinese are
able to compete with their own domestic products. The government will increase political intervention in the market and will try to squeeze out international competitors. If successful, this will
lead to a third phase after 2025, in which Chinese companies become strong competitors in China
and on global markets (scenario I). If Chinese companies fail to catch up, foreign tech suppliers
will continue to have market opportunities in China but they will face political intervention and
an unfair market environment (scenario II). Scenarios I and II might both come to pass at the same
time, though for different technologies and industries.
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Table 8

Future impact of China’s industrial policy on foreign manufacturers and tech suppliers
The three phases of China’s catch-up process and their implications for foreign companies
Phase I: Golden years (approx. 2016-2020)
Developments in China

Impact on foreign tech suppliers

Impact on foreign manufacturers

Opportunities

Challenges

Opportunities

Challenges

Policy-induced demand for
smart manufacturing

Large business opportunities

Slightly growing
competition from new
Chinese competitors

China as laboratory to
test smart manufacturing; qualitative improvement of Chinese
supply chain

Competition from
frontrunners

Preparation of and
experiments with stronger
industrial policy measures

Possibility to influence
design of future policy
measures

Gradually increasing
business restrictions

Growing state-backed
overseas FDI in high-tech
industries

New funding sources;
access to the Chinese
market

Technology drain

Phase II: Market closure (approx. 2020-2025)
Strong enforcement of
industrial policy measures
prepared during Phase I

Strong and unfair
competition

Restrictions on the use
of foreign IT products
and infrastructure

Continued massive government funding

Large business opportunities

Overcapacities among
Chinese enterprises;
price deterioration

Chinese spending
lowers prices for
smart manufacturing
technologies

Chinese companies use
technologies and knowhow acquired in Phase I to
enhance their competitiveness

Accelerating technology transfer to China
due to Chinese investments during Phase I

Strong Chinese
competitors selling
high-quality products

Lower costs for high
quality smart manufacturing technologies

Political support for Chinese companies to expand
to international markets

Increasing competition on international
markets

Stronger competition
from Chinese frontrunners and hopefuls

Increasing competition on international
markets

Phase III: Success or Failure of Made in China 2025 (after 2025)
Scenario I – Success of Made in China 2025
Lowering of market barriers for foreign enterprises

Improved market
access

Improved market
access

Strong competitiveness of
Chinese companies without government support

Strong competition,
even in high-tech
sector

Chinese enterprises
challenge foreign
market leaders across
the board

Political promotion of
international expansion

Lower market shares
on home markets; loss
of international hightech leadership

Lower market shares
on home markets; loss
of international hightech leadership

Unfair competition

Unfair competition

Scenario II – Failure of Made in China 2025
Continuous market barriers for foreign companies
High-tech market
leadership remains

Drop in demand for
smart manufacturing

High-tech market
leadership remains

Strong competition,
but only from a few
frontrunners and
hopefuls
© MERICS

Large part of China’s
industry remains at a low
level of smart manufacturing
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Manufacturers
In the coming years until 2020, foreign manufacturers will continue to benefit from their enormous advantages in smart manufacturing. Only a few Chinese frontrunners will begin to challenge established multinational corporations, leading to a slow shift in market structures. As the
Chinese policy gradually becomes effective during the second phase after 2020, however, more
and more Chinese hopefuls will use advanced technologies to increase their leverage and to compete with their international counterparts on the Chinese market. Internationally, foreign manufacturers will still be able to maintain their leading position. Yet Chinese challengers will increase
their competitiveness at high speed. If China’s smart manufacturing agenda proves successful,
a large group of hopefuls will become strong competitive players after 2025, both in China and
worldwide. This will lead to significantly diminished market shares for established international corporations. If Made in China 2025 is not successful, the group of hopefuls challenging the
market leadership of international corporations will be significantly smaller than in the case of
success. Despite the increasing market shares of Chinese companies, foreign market leaders will
be able to maintain their dominant roles in many industries.

6.3 CHINA’S INDUSTRIAL POLICY PUTS PRESSURE ON INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES
China’s industrial policy will have an enormous impact on the entire national economies of many
industrial countries. These impacts will reach beyond smart manufacturing. China’s industrial
policy targets industries of fundamental importance for the economic growth of many industrial countries. If China’s industrial policy is successful, these countries will experience lower GDP
growth rates, job losses and a decrease in industrial output.
Countries in which high-tech industries contribute a large share to the industrial output are
most exposed to Made in China 2025 (Figure 21). The Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, Hungary,
Japan and South Korea will be most vulnerable if Made in China 2025 is successful, as outlined
in scenario I. Their future economic growth relies heavily on industrial production. The high- and
medium-tech industries that Made in China 2025 identifies as strategically important account for
more than 40 per cent of their industrial value-added.
The largest industries that will be affected by China’s industrial policy are automotive and
machinery. Machinery is the most important high-tech industry for nine European countries, while
the automotive industry is the largest high-tech industry in seven countries. Other important industries such as chemicals will also feel the impact of Chinese industrial policy.
For the countries that will potentially be most affected, a fast and coordinated response to
China’s strategic industrial policy related to Made in China 2025 is of the utmost importance. The
success of Made in China 2025 is still uncertain as its implementation faces a number of difficulties and many policy measures are not yet set in stone. A timely reaction could still influence some
measures and reduce the negative impacts on industrial countries and their companies.

Chinese
challengers will
increase their
competitiveness
at high speed.
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Figure 21
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7. Recommendations
Made in China 2025 poses a great challenge to economies and enterprises around the world.
Decision makers in Europe and the U.S. need to take the enormous potential of China’s sophisticated industrial policy seriously in order to remain competitive against China’s rapidly emerging,
powerful enterprises. Policy makers, industry associations as well as suppliers, producers and users of smart manufacturing technology will have to react smartly to the challenges presented in
Chapter 6. A swift and determined response will improve the prospects for international companies to grasp the opportunities presented by Made in China 2025 while containing its potentially
detrimental impacts.

7.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS
DEVELOPING NEW INSTRUMENTS TO ADDRESS STATE-DRIVEN FDI
Large parts of China’s foreign direct investments (FDI) create significant benefits for the acquired
companies and are largely unproblematic from a macroeconomic perspective. Europe and the
United States should continue to welcome these investments.
State-led investments, however, increasingly aim at replacing global technology leaders by
way of transnational takeovers and subsequent localisation of acquired technologies. China’s
technology acquisitions are often supported and guided by the Chinese state, using government
financing and opaque investment networks. At the same time, China denies reciprocal market
access for international investors. This undermines the principles of fair competition and exploits
the openness of market economies (see Chapter 6).
It is a misunderstanding to lable government screening of state-led investments as protectionist. On the contrary, building the leverage to prevent market distortions would prove that policy makers are willing and able to actively defend liberal market principles, including openness to
investment.
The existing instruments in Europe for reacting to problematic FDI are inadequate to address the emerging challenges. Policy makers need a refined set of options to effectively respond
to different types of acquisition attempts. The options need to be non-discriminatory and apply
equally to state-led investments from all countries. The following provides a menu of ideas for
strengthening the existing policy toolbox.
Increase transparency by tightening disclosure requirements for state-led acquisitions. It is essential for sound decision making on FDI inflows to obtain more extensive and accurate information about the background of outside investors. Transparency is a prerequisite for
calibrated state intervention and provides the basis for long-term adjustments of FDI screening
regimes. Mandatory notification and disclosure requirements for state-owned or state-financed
entities are indispensable for increasing transparency. The threshold for notification will have to
consider the share taken in a company, the size of the investment and the involvement of the
state. While the implementation of disclosure mechanisms is most feasible at the member state
level, sharing information at the EU level will enhance the ability to react to EU-wide patterns of
state-investment in high-tech sectors.
Extend the scope of national security screenings. Following the example of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), FDI into Europe should be more comprehensively screened for national security implications. The current narrow set of criteria to determine what constitutes a national security concern could be widened to include additional sectors
and products and should be updated to keep up with technological developments. Sensitive information is no longer limited to the defence industry in a narrow sense, but is increasingly shared
within a wider circle of machinery and enterprise software suppliers. The increasing importance
of cyberspace as a primary arena for conflict underlines the necessity to rethink the definition of
national security with regard to foreign investment activities.

FDI into Europe
should be more
comprehensively
screened for
national security
implications.
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Use competition policy more broadly for reviewing state-owned investors. Existing competition policies at EU and member state level provide a basis for the regulation of investment.
Expanding the application of EU state aid rules to all entities operating in the single market represents a pragmatic way for addressing Chinese and other external FDI in breach of competition
rules. In addition, merger control procedures can be more broadly used for screening investments
from state-owned enterprises by way of considering all state-owned enterprises from the same
country as a single economic entity. In 2016, the European Commission set an example by investigating the extent of government control of China’s state-owned China General Nuclear Power
Corp before allowing investment in the Hinkley Point C nuclear power plant in the UK.
Establish reciprocity measures to address and negotiate Chinese investment barriers. When evaluating the necessity for state intervention, decision makers should also consider whether the partner country grants reciprocal access for inbound investment. Access should
be granted or denied based on a sector-specific “equivalence of openness” test. Standards and
thresholds for this course of action can for instance be based on OECD openness criteria and assessments. However, such a measure would be in breach of current EU law. A change of EU treaties would be necessary to allow interventions based on such „equivalence of openness“ tests.
Screen state-led investments for systematic acquisition of essential high technology.
A possible new mechanism could be a review of non-EU state-led FDI specifically in high-tech
industries. FDI screening would be triggered by non-EU investments aimed at a politically motivated, systematic relocation of core technologies. Responsible state agencies would be allowed
to attach conditions (e.g. barriers to technology transfer) to the completion of a transaction or
to entirely block a deal in exceptional cases. This would require a major reform of the European
investment regime to make technology-based interventions legally sound. Such a reform is currently politically highly unlikely.

MITIGATING CYBER RISKS

Europe and the
United States
need to further
extend their
cyber-security
dialogues with
China.

Foreign enterprises in China are insufficiently protected against the insecure digital environment
in the country and the expansive collection of data by the state. Although enterprises can themselves improve their level of protection, only national European governments and the EU can mitigate the systemic cyber risks in China. The following responses can improve the protection of
sensitive industrial data:
Leverage smart manufacturing cooperation to improve cyber-security dialogue. China’s government actively strives for close international cooperation on smart manufacturing. This
provides an opportunity for European governments to demand concessions from China in return.
Making the political backing of cooperation with China on smart manufacturing conditional on
substantial progress in the dialogue on cyber security will create leverage. This leverage can be
used to demand, for instance, the adjustment of Chinese cyber policies that discriminate against
or openly harm foreign businesses.
Deepen cyber-security cooperation. To improve cyber security in smart manufacturing,
Europe and the United States need to further extend their cyber-security dialogues with China. While Chinese counterparts often prioritise the discussion of cybercrime, European and U.S.
negotiators should shift the focus towards cyber security regulations and standards (for example, the implementing regulations for China’s Cyber Security Law), encryption, data transmission,
data storage and cyber-espionage. On the European side, this requires effective cooperation between national ministries of science, the economy and the interior as well as between member
states.
Increase R&D investments in cyber defence capabilities. Increased public funding for
the digital protection of industrial systems and enhanced R&D for IT security is essential for a
strong industrial cyber defence capability. The use of digitised production makes industry more
vulnerable to cyber theft of business secrets and sensitive information. Many cyberattacks originate from Chinese territory. Concrete measures to mitigate these risks include establishing new
university programmes and research units for cyber security and increasing the focus of publically
funded institutions providing cyber defence services to industry.
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Implement a targeted industrial policy for crucial cyber technologies. As a pro-active response to China’s strategic industrial policy, European policy makers should set out to design and
implement a narrowly targeted industrial policy themselves, focusing on a small number of strategic infant industry sectors for which government promotional and protective policies would
make the greatest difference. The top-priority sector for such a targeted programme is Europe’s
cyber defence industry at the EU and member state level. Significant public investments in cyber
defence technologies would not only create crucial benefits for national and economic security.
It would also generate spill-over effects boosting the broader advancement of viable European
IT and AI industries.
Sustained public investment in European cyber defence businesses and start-ups would
provide a much needed upgrade of protection against cyberattacks of state or non-state origin
that carry increasing security, political and economic risks. Beyond the risks of military sabotage,
this includes manipulation of democratic public opinion and elections, economic espionage, and
technology theft.
Targeted public demand, through co-investment and public procurement, would catalyse the
emergence of a network of collaborating cyber defence companies. This state-backed network
would provide favourable and reliable economic conditions for crucial technology companies, making them less susceptible for takeover offers from abroad. In remaining cases of foreign acquisition attempts, the EU and national governments need to strictly apply existing provisions for
state intervention: foreign takeovers of cyber defence-related hardware and software companies
need to be thoroughly screened and, where necessary, prohibited on the grounds of national security concerns.

It is important
to track whether
and how China
implements
localisation
targets on the
ground.

EXAMINING THE CONFORMITY OF CHINA’S INDUSTRIAL POLICY WITH
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Policy makers need ways to counteract the systematic closure of the Chinese market in important
high-tech sectors. One potential method of achieving this is the investigation of Chinese localisation targets and subsidies and their compatibility with China’s WTO obligations.
Investigate localisation targets. Europe as well as the United States should request from
China an official clarification of the purpose, character and implementation of the localisation targets associated with Made in China 2025. These targets are mostly articulated in semi-official
documents, and the Chinese government denies adopting any such instruments. Therefore, it is
important to track whether and how China implements them on the ground. If it becomes clear
that localisation targets are being implemented while bilateral consultations do not lead to tangible results, member states should examine whether those targets violate the stipulations on local
content requirements and subsidies in trade agreements like the GATT, TRIMs, ASCM and TBT. If
the examination comes to the conclusion that China is violating WTO rules and if China insists on
pursuing its policy in bilateral consultations, the EU should consider filing a case with the WTO
Dispute Settlement Body.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS AND CHAMBERS
INCREASING CHINA-RELATED ACTIVITY IN THE FIELD OF SMART MANUFACTURING
The following measures are geared toward improving the support that industry associations and
chambers of commerce can provide to European enterprises regarding smart manufacturing:
Strengthen on-the-ground information-gathering. Decision makers urgently need more
extensive and precise information on China’s industrial policies applied in the context of Made in
China 2025. Industry associations, through their presence on the ground, are in a good position
to gather information and raise awareness on emerging smart manufacturing policies in China.
Improve information sharing and coordination. Industry associations and chambers of
commerce from Europe, the United States and other OECD countries should improve information
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sharing. The capacities of these stakeholders can only fully come into play if associations with a
strong presence on the ground in China combine their interests. An example of an existing coordination platform is the United States Information Technology Office in Beijing. Joint action can
improve the international stakeholders’ ability to create leverage with regard to Chinese political
decisions.
Increase information through intensified dialogue. Deepening exchange with Chinese
smart manufacturing associations, industry partners and alliances as well as policy institutes will
help provide early information about policy planning and implementation. Such dialogues can help
solve technical issues that do not require decision making at the political level. Potential dialogue
partners are the China Center for Information Industry Development (CCID), the Chinese Academy for Telecommunication Research (CATR), the National Alliance for the Development of the
Industrial Internet and the Alliance for the Promotion of the Digitisation of Industry (for further
potential partners see Figure 5).

DISSEMINATING AND ESTABLISHING INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRY STANDARDS
IN CHINA
Use opportunities to influence standardisation processes. China is in an early stage of formulating standards for smart manufacturing. The technologically advanced level of European and
American enterprises provides them with a chance to influence the Chinese standardisation process and to disseminate and establish international industry standards. Collaboration with China
on standard formulation is a promising way to prevent the country from developing independent
national standards that ultimately serve as technical barriers to trade and market access. Increasing the number of standardisation experts based in China would be a first step to improve associations’ capacities. It will also be critical to participate in industry-based standardisation committees, which exert considerable influence on the on-going reform of the Chinese standardisation
system.

7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUPPLIERS OF SMART MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGY
Foreign suppliers of smart manufacturing technology have to strike a balance between reaping
the benefits of the demand boom in China and protecting essential knowledge and technologies.
Regarding the risk assessments of foreign enterprises, several aspects are worth considering:
Prevent unidirectional technology transfer. Safeguarding core technologies will become
even more challenging for foreign companies that apply smart manufacturing processes in China.
Increasing digitisation in combination with weak data security makes core technologies highly
vulnerable. An effective method of protection is to limit technical cooperation and digital integration with Chinese partners and suppliers to areas in which Chinese companies are already at an
advanced technological level. Research partnerships will enable European and U.S. counterparts
to learn from Chinese enterprises as well and to jointly create new knowledge in the form of patents and use cases. Promising areas for such collaboration include 5G mobile networks, wireless
sensor networks, 3D printing, industrial e-commerce, cloud computing and big data.
Hedge against risk by expanding business outside China. In light of Made in China 2025,
international suppliers of smart manufacturing technology need to consider how to reduce their
dependence on the Chinese market. As soon as China’s substitution strategy is in full swing and
Chinese competitors are catching up technologically, business opportunities for foreign companies will sharply diminish. The active development of markets in Europe and the United States, as
well as emerging markets such as India, can serve as a fallback option to complement engagement in China.
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7.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMPANIES USING SMART MANUFACTURING
Advanced manufacturing technology will determine a company’s international success. European
and U.S. manufacturers must continually adjust their strategies to deal with this dynamic process.
The following considerations can be helpful:
Avoid illusions about the technology gap. Complacency is a major risk for advanced industries. Currently, European and United States companies are still well ahead of most of their Chinese competitors in the use of smart manufacturing. But some Chinese companies, propelled by
Made in China 2025, will quickly catch up. In order to avoid being caught off guard, European and
United States companies need to maintain their focus on their own technological advancement,
prioritising the further digitisation of their facilities. Although the business case for Industry 4.0
remains somewhat uncertain, curiosity and openness to technological change can prevent companies from being caught unprepared by breakthroughs of Chinese enterprises.
Coordinate for collective action. International companies in China need to explore ways of
building leverage to influence the Chinese leadership’s decision making on industrial policy and
cyber security regulations in the context of Made in China 2025. Streamlining approaches among
foreign companies, is one way to build leverage. In some cases, interests also align between foreign enterprises and their Chinese partners, opening additional opportunities for coordinated action.
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Table 9

Date of publication

Policy document

Releasing institution

19/05/2015

Made in China 2025 (中国制造2025)

State Council

21/07/2015

List for Smart Manufacturing Demonstration Projects 2015
(2015年智能制造试点示范项目名单)

MIIT

27/07/2015

Key projects 2015 to Transform and Upgrade the Industry
(2015年工业转型升级重点项目指南)

MIIT

29/09/2015

Made in China 2025 Key Area Technology Roadmap (〈中国制造2025〉
重点领域技术路线图(2015版) )

MIIT

14/12/2015

Action plan (2015-2018) for Implementing the State Council‘s Guiding
Opinions on Actively Advancing the Internet Plus Action Plan
(贯彻落实《国务院关于积极推进“互联网+“行动的指导意见》行动计
划（2015-2018年）)

MIIT

30/12/2015

Guideline for the Construction of a National Smart Manufacturing Standardisation System (2015)
(国家智能制造标准体系建设指南（2015年版）)

MIIT, Standardisation
Administration of China

01/04/2016

Implementation Plan for the Special Programme for Building National
Champions in Single Commodities
(制造业单项冠军企业培育提升专项行动实施方案)

MIIT

27/04/2016

Plan for the Development of the Robotics Industry (2016-2020)
(机器人产业发展规划（2016-2020年）)

MIIT, NDRC, Ministry of
Finance

04 /07/2016

List for Smart Manufacturing Demonstration Projects 2016
(2016 年智能制造试点示范项目名单)

MIIT

26/07/2016

Guideline for the Special Programme for Developing a Service-Oriented
Manufacturing (发展服务型制造专项行动指南)

MIIT, NDRC, Chinese Academy of Engineering

26/08/2016

Guideline for the Special Programme on Promoting the Upgrading of
Quality Brands of the Equipment Manufacturing Industry
(促进装备制造业质量品牌提升专项行动指南)

MIIT, General Administration of Quality
Supervision, Inspection
and Quarantine, State Administration for Science,
Technology and Industry
for National Defense

30/08/2016

Guiding opinions on Improving the Innovation System of Manufacturing
and Promoting the Establishment of Manufacturing Innovation Centres
(关于完善制造业创新体系，推进制造业创新中心建设的指导意见)

MIIT

02/09/2016

List of Pilot Demonstration Projects for the Chinese-German Cooperation
on Smart Manufacturing (中德智能制造合作2016年试点示范项目名单)

MIIT

21/09/2016

Special Programme for Innovative Development in Smart Hardware Industry (2016-2018) (智能硬件产业创新发展专项行动（2016-2018年）)

MIIT, NDRC

21/10/2016

Development Plan for Innovation Capacity in Industrial Technology
(产业技术创新能力发展规划)

MIIT

22/10/2016

Guideline for Key Projects of Industrial Upgrading (Made in China 2025)
in 2016 (关于发布2016年工业转型升级（中国制造2025）重点项目
指南)

MIIT

07/11/2016

Guideline for Intellectual Property Rights in Manufacturing Innovation
Centres (制造业创新中心知识产权指南)

MIIT

08/12/2016

Smart Manufacturing Development Plan
(智能制造发展规划（2016-2020年))

MIIT, Ministry of Finance
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